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ABSTRACT
A frequency-tuned 3 high repetition rate ruby laser was designed
and used as a light source for the selective photocatalysis of gas-
phase reactions between bromine and certain unsaturated fluorocarbons.
The purpose was to demonstrate for the first time the usefulness of
highly monochromatic,tunable laser light for selective molecular
excitation.
In the 143400 cm-I region of the ruby laser_ bromine absorption
3gl 1E+occurs in individual lines belonging to the _ band system.
g
In this study_ certain lines were identified as belonging to particular
isotopic species of bromine molecules. It was not known if weak con-
tinuous absorption_ indicative of direct dissociation_ also occurs in
the same spectral region.
Absorption of the laser light by the bromine caused it to react
with the fluorocarbon. Either perfluorobutene or heptafluorochloro-
butene was used 3 and they gave essentially the same results. This was
-i
the first reported photochemical reaction of bromine in the 14_400 cm
region. When the laser frequency was tuned to coincide with individual
absorption lines_ the reaction rate was considerably enhanced. This
showed that the primary photochemical process was the formation of
stable excited bromine molecules with energies 500 to 800 cm -I below
the dissociation level. All previous photochemical activity in bromine
was attributed to direct dissociation into atoms upon absorption of light
in the continuum. Thus the use of monochromatic_ tunable laser light
provided the first evidence of a photochemical reaction of bromine in
which excited molecules_ not atoms_ were formed in the primary process.
However_ when specific isotopes were selectively excited_ no isotopic
enrichment was detected in the product. The reaction kinetics and
inhibition by nitric oxide gave evidence for a free radical ahain
mechanism_ which required dissociated atoms. The dependence o_ laser
iii
light intensity was linear. The photochemical quantumyieldwas about i00 times
less in laser light than in light which produced direct dissociation
of bromine_ although the kinetic behavior was the same. The reaction
products with both types of light were identified using gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry_ and were found to be the same.
To interpret these results_ the theory of dynamic molecular processes
was reformulated to take into account the pulsed laser excitation. The
principal conclusions of the investigation were the following: Bromine
added to the double bonds of the unsaturated fluoroca_%ons by meansof
a slow free-radical chain mechanism. The bromine atoms needed to initiate
the reaction were furnished by collisional dissociation of the laser-
activated. 3_ bromine molecules_ which was estimated to require onl_u
the average only 20 or so gas-kinetic oollisionso The only process
competing appreciably with dissociation was collisional relaxation of
the 3_ molecules to the ground electronic state. This had to occur
even slightly more rapidly than the gas-kinetic collision frequency to
produce the observed decrease in quantumyield.
Knowledgeof electronic energy transfer rates in gas collisffons is_
general_ fragmentary. The rate for DHI bromine molecules was pre-in
viously nowknown_but believed to be high because of the failure to
observe fluorescence° The present result provided the first quantitative
estimate of this rate_ which in turn was comparable with known rates for
other molecules. It was also concluded that the continuous absorption of
bromine at 14_400 cm-I is at least 103 times weaker than the peak absorption
of the strong individual lines in the samespectral region_ at pressures of
about 200 torr.
Selective excitation by meansof a tunable laser was thus demonstrated
to be a useful technffque for investigating dynamic molecular processes_ with
important future applications in studies of photochemistry and energy
transfer.
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Io IB]_RODUCTION
Muchof experimental physics is concerned with the measurementof
static phenomena_such as the positions of energy levels and energy
bands3 Fermi s_rfaces_ force constants_ and interatomic distances.
However_the real world is far from static_ and the descriptions of the
dynamic properties of matter present someof the most interesting and
challenging problems to the modernphysicist. The measurementof dy-
namic phenomenais inherently more difficult than that of static charac-
teristics_ because it generally requires knowledge of several processes
which are occurring simultaneously. In most cases there are complicated
interactions within a system which lead to a numberof competing processes.
Successful experimentation then must utilize techniques allowing a re-
stricted number of processes to be studied_ while permitting a great
manyothers to be ignored.
The selective excitation of a physical system is a very useful method
for facilitating the study of its dynamic properties. As an example_ if a
molecule can be excited to only a single prescribed energy state out of
the manywhich are possible_ one maymore easily sort out the various
radiative and nonradiative relaxation processes_ as well as chemical
interactions_ which subsequently occur° The laser with its intense and
highly monochromatic light is clearly a powerful tool for the study of
dynamic phenomenathrough selective excitation. In the present invest_-_
gat_on a pulsed_ tunable ruby laser was used for the selective excitation
of complicated systems containing bromine molecules. The subsequent
behavior of the systems_ which involved chemical reaction of the bromine
with other gases_ provided information about their dynamic properties.
Photochemistry using conventional light sources has been the subject
of much interest and study in recent years. I_2 The growth of this field
has been stimulated_ on the one hand_by developments in quantumtheory
and its applications and, on the other hand_ by the emergenceof advanced
experimental techniques such as flash photolysis 3_4 and isotopic labeling. 5
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Similarly_ the advent of the laser_ providing a source of light whose6
properties differ from those of ordinary light 3 suggests the possibility
of new techniques which can stimulate additional growth and result in an
increased understanding of photochemical processes. The purpose of the
present investigation is to explore someof these possibilities by us_m_
light from a pulsed3 tunable ruby laser to catalyze gas phase reactions
between bromine and suitable organic compounds. Before discussing the
details of this work it is appropriate to review somegeneral qualitative
aspects of photochemistry3 and then to place this study in perspective
by relating it to other previous and current investigations.
For a molecule to react chemically_ it is usually necessary for it
to have a certain amount of energy_ known as activation energy. 7 This is
illustrated in Fig. i.i. The activation energy is supplied in most re-
actions by thermal collisions with other molecules s in which some of the
molecules_ in accordance with Boltzmann statistics_ always possess the
required energy at thermal equilibrium. In a photochemical reaction_
however s activation energy is supplied to the molecules by light._ljt _
Clearly_ only the light energy which is absorbed is capable of influencing
the reaction. It is convenient to divide the overall photochemical process
into two consecutive phases. The first phase 3 or primary photochemical
process s begins with the absorption of a photon by a molecule and ends
with the disappearance of that molecule by its reaction_ dissociations
or ionization s or with its return to the deactivated equilibrium state°
In the latter case deactivation may occur via transfer of the activation
energy to a different molecule 3 which subsequently reacts s in a photo-
sensitized reaction. Secondary processes include all subsequent reactions 3
and are no different from the types of elementary chemical processes which
would occur if the activation had been supplied thermally° Thus in photo-
chemistry we are concerned with activation of molecules by light absorptions
the subsequent reactions whether or not they involve the initially activated
molecule_ and deactivation and energy transfer processes even if no net
chemical reaction results.
(1)In this discussion and in following _ections s use has been made i0
of treatmemts of photochemistry by Herzberg_ Kondrat'ev_9 and Pitts_ et al.
- 2 -
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FIG. l.l--Schematic illustration of activation energy in chemical re-
actions. The reactants require additional energy to pass
through the "transition state3" even though their efiergy is
already greater than that of the final products.
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Two observations are relevant at this point_ First_ the primary
photochemical process is intimately related to the absorption spectrum
of the molecule which is activated. In fact_ the nature of the primary
process can be established solely from the structure of the absorption
spectrum in many cases. Second 3 and related to this_ is that photo-
chemical activation can be a more highly efficient and selective process
than thermal activation. Light sources can be chosen such that their
wavelengths are absorbed primarily only by specific molecules or parts
of molecules in any given system_ and such that even large amounts of
activation energy can be delivered to these molecules in one step_ rather
than in many collisions which might also produce unwanted side reactions.
The use of lasers to influence chemical reactions was first suggested II
at the time of their earliest development° Laser light differs from ordinary
6
light in several features which might be exploited for photochemistry. First_
it is highly monochromatic 3 permitting the possibility of exciting an in-
dividual absorption line of a molecule_ even when it lies very near to other
absorption lines in the same molecule or in other molecules mixed with it.
Thus 3 laser light could be used for extremely selective photochemical re-
action of one type of molecule from a sample of several closely related
species_ such as isotopes_ which have slightly different absorption spectra.
The light from a frequency-tunable laser could also be used to probe the
dependence of photochemical processes on individual absorption lines of a
given molecular band system. Second_ laser light can be highly intense
and spatially coherent_ which permits it to be focused to achieve very
high radiation densities in small volumes. This can initiate chemical
reactions by means of multiple photon absorption_ 12_13 electric field
14
effects_ or intense local heating of a sample. 15 Finally_ the extremely
short duration light pulses available from some lasers 16_17 are useful for
the flash photolysis study of short-lived transient species in photo-
18
chemical reactions.
The idea of using monochromatic light for selective photochemistry
did not originate with lasers_ and there are a number of examples in
earlier literature. In 1930 Badger and Urmston 19 reported the use of
light of 5461 _ wavelength from a low-pressure mercury arc to react the
-4-
of a laser. In fact_ none of the previously reported laser-activated
photochemical reactions have fully exploited the monochromatic character
of laser light.
The photochemistry of bromine in the 6940 _ wavelength region of
the ruby laser provided an opportunity and a challenge for the mono-
chromatic capabilities of the laser. First I photochemical activity
produced by this wavelength had not previously been reported in bromine;
32-38
although numerous studies had been made at shorter wavelengths.
Second; at the ruby laser wavelength; the absorption spectrum of bromine
consists chiefly of many closely spaced but individual lines 39 which
could be probed for chemical reactivity only with extremely monochromatic
light. In contrast to this 3 the spectrum at the previously studied shorter
wavelengths is dominated by a strong and very broad continuum. 40 Finally;
41
the bromine atom has two natural isotopes of atomic weights 79 and 81;
and thus forms three isotopic species of diatomic molecules; which have
slightly different absorption spectra. If a suitable reaction could be
foundj it might be possible to react only one isotope by exciting it
42
selectively with the laser; thereby obtaining isotope separation.
41
Moreover; since the bromine isotopes are nearly equally abundant; it
would be impossible to separate them by the selective filtering technique
23
proposed by Hartley; et a!.; necessitating the use of a monochromatic
source such as a laser.
The present investigation resulted in the first reported observation
of photochemical activation of bromine in the 6940 _ wavelength region;
and the discovery that this activation depends upon the individual bromine
absorption lines. 43 This showed that stable excited molecules were formed
in the primary photochemical process; in contrast with previous investi-
gations; in which the primary process consisted entirely of direct dis-
32
sociation into bromine atoms upon absorption of light in the continuum.
The experimental results helped to elucidate the mechanism of the overall
reaction and associated energy transfer processes° For the purpose of
this study_ a high repetition rate pulsed_ tunable ruby laser was designed;
deveioped; and operated; utilizing special techniques for control of
spectral width and stability° This was the _irst _nown appiica_ion of a
-6-
"ortho" nuclear spin species of iodine with hexenej in preference to the
"para" species. The 2537 _ resonance lines of pure isotopic mercury
lamps have been used to react the corresponding mercury isotopes pre-
ferentially from samples of ordinary mercury. 5_20 This technique was
proposed by Mrozowski 21 and first demonstrated by Zuber. 22 It has been
found valuable in the study of the mechanism of mercury-photosensitized
reactions. These experiments have been reviewed recently by Gunning and
Strausz. _
23
In 1922_ Hartley 3 et al. 3 attempted without success to react
chlorine-37 preferentially with H2 by exciting it with white light
prefiltered by CI 2 to remove the wavelengths absorbed by the more
abundant isotopic molecules. In 1932 Kuhn and Martin 24 obtained a small
enrichment of 35CI by using light at 2816.179 _ filtered from the
emission spectrum of an aluminum-electrode arc to excite the phosgene
isotopic molecule C035C135C! 3 which then decomposed due to subsequent
collisions. Luiti_ Dondes_ and Harteck 25 recently produced C302 iso-
topically enriched in 13C by preferentially exciting 13C0 with the
2062 _ emission line of atomic iodin% and used the isotopic labeling
to elucidate the reaction mechanism. Schultz 26 proposed the extension
of monochromatic photochemical activation technique into far infrared
and millimeter wavelengths. However I it has never been demonstrated that
these long wavelengths are effective photoehemically_ and the first
evidence of photocatalysis even at near infrared wavelengths was not
obtained until much iater. 27
The first use of laser light fos photochemistry was demonstrated by
Buddenhagen_ et al. 28 Red light at 6943 _ from a ruby laser was absorbed
by a blue dye 3 which acted as a sensitizer for a polymerization reaction.
Similar experiments have been reported by Wiley 29 and by Verdieck. 30
01son 31 used a ruby laser to selectively excite a red-absorbing chlorophyll
in living cells_ as a means of studying energy transfer processes. Because
the materials involved in these experiments absorb in the red, the ruby
laser was a convenient source for excitation. However 3 since the absorp-
tion spectra in these materials consisted chiefly of broad continua 3 it
was actually not essential for the source to have the high monochromaticity
-5-
device with this combination of features in the field of photochemistry.
A number of previous uncertainities concerning the spectrum of bromine
were also clarified during the course of the work.
In such an investigation_ already interdisciplinary in nature 3 it
was not feasible to study every facet in exhaustive detail. Nevertheless
the principal objective of demonstrating the usefulness of the laser for
selective photocatalysis was accomplished. This 3 in turn_ suggested pos-
sibilities for more detailed photochemical studies in the future through
the use of lasers.
Chapter II describes the apparatus and techniques which were employed
in this investigation. Chapter III contains a review of previous work on
the spectrum of bromine, 39-4%44-48 followed by a description of the
spectroscopic results of the present study. The results of the photo-
catalysis experiments are presented in Chapter IV_ and their interpre-
tation is discussed in Chapter V. Possible extensions of this work 3
including applications of lasers in photochemical primary process and
energy transfer studies_ are suggested in Chapter VI. The general con-
clusions of the work are summarized in Chapter VII.
-7-
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND APPARATUS
2. i INTRODUCTION
Considerable time and effort in this project was spent in designing
and constructing the apparatus used for the experiments_ and in learning
or developing techniques appropriate for the work. This was necessary
for a number of reasons. First_ the principal purpose of the investi-
gation was to explore a new technique in photochemistry_ namely the use
of the laser as a source of monochromatic light. At the beginning of
the project (and even at present_ to our best knowledge) a laser with
all the necessary characteristics was not commercially available 3 and
so it had to be built in the laboratory. Als% the handling and analysis
of the chemical reactants and products required equipment and techniques
not generally found in a physics laboratory. In this regard_ the writer
is deeply grateful to a number of individuals for their time and assistance.
In the following sections the important construction and performance
features of the high repetition rate_ tunable ruby laser will be presented.
Then the other apparatus and the experimental procedure for carrying out
the photochemical reactions in laser light will be discussed. Additional
sections will deal respectively with the preparation and handling of
chemicals_ the analysis af the reactants and products_ and spectroscopic
techniques.
2.2 RUBY lASER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The primary consideration of the design of the laser was the re-
quirement that it have both high monochromaticity and spectral stability.
The tolerance placed upon these characteristics was in turn dictated by
the spectral width and spacing of the absorption lines of bromine. As we
-8-
shall see 3 these lines were quite close together_ typically no farther
-i (i) and under the usual experimental conditions hadthan ~ 0.3 cm ,
-i
widths of about 0oi cm o In addition to linewidth and stability
requirements, it was necessary to have some means of shifting the fre-
quency of the laser output to bring it into coincidence with a given
absorption line. Finally_ it was desirable to maintain a relatively
high average power output over a period of time sufficient to perform
the experiment° Preliminary studies indicated that the pulsed ruby
laser 50 was potentially capable of fulfilling these requirements. Its
wavelength of 6943 _ at room temperature could be shifted to approximately
6934 _ by cooling the ruby rod to liquid nitrogen temperature (77°K).
Intermediate temperatures would permit coverage of this 9 _ range (~ 20 cm -I)
within which were included many prominent bromine absorption lines. The
technology of the ruby laser was also more advanced than other lasers at
the beginning of the project. Actually_ these facts had a strong influence
on the selection of bromine as a subject for laser photocatalysis, because
the ruby laser wavelength was in the region of individual bromine absorption
lines. The purpose of this section will be to describe the methods used
(i) to maintain a high pulse reptition rate over a long period of time in
order to provide high average power_ (2) to tune the frequency, and (3)
to narrow and stabilize the spectral output.
(1)A reciprocal centimeter, or wavenumber as it is often called in
spectroscopy_ is the unit for measuring inverse wavelength of radiation.49
Since wavelength X and frequency f are related by fX = c where c
is the speed of light (conventionally taken in vacuo)_ we have the relation-
ship v = I/X = f/c where v is the symbol we shall use for reciprocal
wavelength, or wavenumber_ and v _ X , and c are measured in vacuoo
Since the frequency of visible light is in the range 1015 Hz _ the wave-
number becomes a more convenient unit for numerical work° In addition,
the inaccuracy introduced through the factor _ in going from measured
wavelength to calculated frequency is thereby eliminated. Since energy
and frequency are related by E = hf where h is Planck's constant_ v
is also proportional to energy, and so can be used to measure atomic and
molecular energies. Other units for expressing energy frequently encountered
in molecular physics and chemistry are ergs/molecule, calories/mol (mol
gram molecular weight of a substance)_ and electron-volts. Table 2.1 gives
the conversion factors relating these units.
-9-
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A photograph of the laser with some of its associated power supply
and control equipment is shown in Fig. 2.1. An overall schematic diagram
is given in Fig. 2.2. The sapphire-clad ruby rod and the flash lamp for
pumping it were located at the foci of a hollow elliptical cylinder_ wllich
was highly polished and aluminized on the inside for efficient coupling
of pump energy into the rod. The laser end reflectors consisted of a
totally reflecting Brewster-angle input roof prism and a partially re-
flecting uncoated sapphire optical flat_ the ends of the rod itself being
anti-reflection coated. These elements were fastened to an optical bench
on adjustable mounts. The entire apparatus was purged with nitrogen gas
to eliminate dust and moisture condensation from the optical surfaces.
The principal components of the laser are described under separate headings
in the following paragraphs.
2.2.1 Energy Discharge and Control Circuits
The high repetition rate was achieved mainly by using a water-cooled
flash lamp (Model XEl4-C-3_ PEK Labs_ Sunnyvale, Calif.). It had a three-
inch arc length_ the same as the length of the rod and the elliptic cylinder_
and was fitted with a water jacket obtained from the same manufacturer° it had
maximum rated input energy per pulse of 1000 J. At the more conservative
input energy of 600 J_ some of these lamps survived more than 70_000
pulses without failure or noticeable deterioration. The lamp was pulsed
by the discharge of two 240 _F_ 5 kV capacitors in parallel through a
175 _H inductor in series with the lamp. Initial ionization of the lamp
to trigger the discharge was accomplished by a faster_ higher voltage pulse
directly through the lamp. This was introduced by winding part of the
main discharge circuit as the secondary of a trigger transformer and dis_
charging a ! _F capacitor at 2 kV through two xenon thy_atroms(C3J-A) in
series with the primary. The thyratrons in turn were activated by applying
a positive pulse to the grid of one of them_ either with a manual button or
with a voltage-sensitive relay in a variable divider circuit which was
designed to close when the capacitor voltage reached a predetermined value.
This latter method permitted the laser to be fired repetitively at a rate
w_ ___ be _u_L_........ by _yimg _he rate at w_ich the power supply charged
- ii ®
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the capacitors. Another relay automatically turned off the high voltage
and discharged the capacitors through a bleeder resistor in case the
flash lamp failed to fire and the voltage continued to climb. A schematic
diagram of the discharge circuit is shown in Fig. 2.3.
2.2.2 Rod Coolin 6 and Frequency Tuning
The cooling system for the ruby rod performed two functions. The
first was simply to remove the heat which would otherwise build up in
the rod with each successive pulse° The second was to control the fre-
quency of the laser output by making use of the temperature-dependent
shift of the ruby fluorescence line. 51 The cooling was accomplished by
a continuous stream of nitrogen gas which was bubbled through a fifty-
liter dewar of liquid nitrogen and passed over the rod through a fused
silica cooling jacket. The use of a sapphire-clad ruby rod (Linde Crystal
Products; Division of Union Carbide Corp.) with a 0.250 inch diameter core
and an outer diameter of 0.442 inch provided additional thermal ballast
and cooling surface area; as well as lowering the input energy at the
oscillation threshold of the laser° The temperature; and hence the
wavelength; could be controlled reasonably well by adjusting the nitrogen
flow rate. This method; however; was inconvenient and also could not
compensate for slow fluctuations in the temperature from pulse to pulse.
The situation was greatly improved by increasing the flow rate slightly
and placing a heater consisting of several feet of coiled nichrome wire
in the nitrogen stream just ahead of the rod° The temperature sensed by
a copper-constantan thermocouple in close contact with the rod was dis-
played on an indicating potentiometer (Leeds-Northrup "Speed-O-Max")o
Geared to the indicator dial was a variable resistor forming part of a
bridge circuit (see Fig. 2.4). The current from the bridge was amplified
and used to operate a relay which controlled the heater. The sensitivity
of the system was such that the temperature difference between opening
and closing of the relay was about one degree C A second variable
resistor in the bridge circuit allowed the operating temperature to be
selected anywhere over the range of the indicator dial. The control
system operated so that if the temperature tended to drift downward;
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the heater would remain on during a longer proportion of each pulse cycle
to combat the drift. It should be noted that the temperature sensed by
the thermocouple was somewhat lower than the true rod temperature at the
moment of the pulse. This was due partly to the fact that the thermo-
couple was in thermal contact with the cooler nitrogen stream as well as
the rod_ and partly to the finite thermal conductivity of the rod and
response time of the instrument. This made the indicated temperature a
function of operating conditions such as pulse rate and energy_ as well
as a function of the true rod temperature. Therefore_ although temperature
sensing could be used as a means for frequency control under a given set
of operating conditions_ it could not provide an absolute frequency
calibration. This was accomplished by means of techniques which are
discussed in Section 2.4.1o
2.2.3 Control of Spectral Width and Stability
Unfortunately_ lasers under ordinary operating conditions are not
so ideally monochromatic as we would like for them to be. This arises
from the fact that the fluorescence lines themselves have finite fre-
quency widths° Laser oscillation can in principle take place at any
frequency within this width for which (i) the round-trip gain in the
medium exceeds the round-trip loss_ and (2) the round-trip phase shift
6
is zero. The latter condition is satisfied for all frequencies f = mc/2L
m = i_2_... _ where L is the optical length of the resonator between the
two end reflectors. Hence_ there exists a set of axial modes of oscil-
lation separated by a frequency interval of _f = c/2L This is
illustrated in Fig° 2o5a 3 along with the possible laser oscillation fre-
quencies which can arise. In particular_ it has been shown that_ for the
ordinary ruby laser s oscillation does in fact occur in many such modes
simultaneously, 52 as well as sequentially jumping from mode to mode 53
during the course of a pulse. In addition s the heating of the rod during
the pulse can shift the fluorescence line and change the optical length
of the cavity_ 54 further complicating the spectral output. It was found
in the course of our experiments that this behavior made the free-running
ruby laser unsuitable for selectively exciting individual bromine lines.
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This situation was corrected by replacing the output mirror of the
laser with an uncoated sapphire optical flat. The interference between
the light waves reflected at the two parallel faces of this flat was such
that the combined reflectivity was frequency dependent. This behavior is
that of a Fabry-Perot etalon. 55 As with the laser cavity 3 the etalon has
= c/2L where L is the opticalresonances which are spaced by Afe e e
thickness of the etalon. Thus, there are reflection maxima spaced _f
e
apart_ with minima 3 where the reflection cancels_ midway between each
pair of maxima. The peak reflectivity is given by
4R
(i + R) 2
where R is the reflectivity of an individual face. Since_ for the
uncoated flat_ the reflectivity arises only from the dielectric inter-
face between the sapphire and air_ we have
R
(n - 1)2
(n+ 1)2
where n is the refractive index of the sapphire. The result of this
periodic frequency dependent reflectivity is to reduce the feedback
coupling for most of the laser cavity modes. 0nly a fraction of them
remain with low enough round-trip loss to oscillate 3 as shown in Fig.
2.5bo The use of such a technique to restrict the number of oscillating
laser modes has been discussed in the literature.56'57
The resonant frequencies of a solid etalon can be shifted readily
by varying the temperature. This shift can be calculated in the following
way. Expressed in wave numbers_ the frequencies of the etalon modes are
given by
m
_e - 2nd
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where m= i_2_... _ n is the refractive index_ and d is the actual
thickness of the plate. In general_ a change in temperature can produce
both a change in the thickness proportional to the coefficient of linear
expansion_ and a change in the refractive index. Hence_we have
5v _v 5d _v 5n
e e e
5T _I 5T _n 5T
m 5d m 5n
2nd 2 5T 2n2d 5T
f 5d i 6n 1e d 5T n 5T
Since the quantity i/d 5d/_T is just the coefficient of linear
expansion_ the entire temperature effect is independent of the thick-
ness of the etalon.
Sapphire was chosen because of its excellent thermal properties_
and because its peak reflectivity was sufficiently high to provide mode
discrimination over a convenient range of pump energies. It has a
-5
refractive index of 1.76 with a temperature coefficient of 1.3 X lO
per degree C _ and an expansion coefficient of 6.76 × 10 -6 per degree
C _8 From these values we calculate a peak reflectivity of 26% and a
temperature shift of the etalon resonances of
_V
e _ 14.16 X 10 -6 v cm-i/°c
5T e
which for ruby laser light at 14;400 cm -I is equal to -0.204 cm-i/°c o
The flat was 3 mm thick; which made the interval between modes equal
-i
to 0.95 cm Thus; the eta!on could be tuned over its free spectral
range in a temperature interval of approximately 5°C_ making it possible
to place 0nly one etalon resonance within the gain profile of the
fluorescence line. As long as this condition could be maintained; the
- 20 -
etalon would effectively reduce the spectral width of the laser output.
An additional advantage in using the etalon was that the laser would
continue to oscillate at the frequency determined by the etalon resonance,
in spite of small shifts in the center frequency of the ruby fluorescence
line. This would result in a great improvement in spectral stability, as
the thermal stabilization of the passive etalon was inherently much less
difficult than the thermal stabilization of the active ruby rod, which
was continually subjected to the violent pulses of flash lamp radiation°
To accomplish this, the etalon was housed in an insulated oven
enclosure_ with strict temperature regulation provided by a proportional
controller (Model V1523, Reeves-HoffmanDivision_ DymamicsCorporation
of America, Carlisle, Pennsylvania) with a range of ± lO°C and a
published stability within O.01°C. The laser light entered and left
the oven enclosure through low-scatter Suprasil _I) Brewster-angle windows.
Since the sapphire etalon was oriented at zero degrees3 its reflectivity
did not depend upon the polarization of the light.
2.3 PERFORMANCEOFTHERUBYlASER
After the laser was constructed, preliminary experiments were con-
ducted to determine its performance characteristics. The results were
consistent with expectations.
To measurethe frequency shift of the laser output as a function of
rod temperature, a portion of the beam, suitably attenuated with inter-
ference filters_ was admitted through the entrance slit of a Jarrell-Ash
high resolution scanning spectrometer. An RCA7265 Photomultiplier tube
served as a detector, and its output signal was amplified and displayed
on a chart recorder. The spectrum was scanned slowly while the laser
was repetitively pulsed, with the result that the laser pulses were
detected and recorded at their appropriate wavelength. The instrument
automatically provided wavelength calibration marks on the chart at
convenient intervals. Runs were madefor indicated temperatures of -40°C_
[i)Trade name,Amersil Quartz Division, Engelhard Industries; Inc.j
Hillside 3 N. J.
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-60°C_ and -80°C_ and for several values of pulse repetition rate and
input energy. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.6. The fact that the
frequency dependedupon other parameters besides the indicated temperature
resulted from the time lag of the latter with respect to the actual rod
temperature_ as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
The output energy of the laser was measuredin two ways. First_
the relative energy was measuredby splitting off part of the beamwith
a glass microscope slide_ attenuating it_ passing it through a narrow-
pass interference filter_ and detecting it with an RCAtype 929 vacuum
photodiode. The resulting signal was processed by a simple integrating
circuit_ the voltage output of which was measuredwith a vacuum-tube
voltmeter. A schematic of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 2°7. The
measuredvoltage was proportional to the average power delivered by the
laser. A figure proportional to the energy output per pulse was obtained
by dividing by the pulse repetition rate. A more direct_ but less con-
venient_ measurementof the absolute energy per pulse was madeby admitting
single pulses into a calibrated thermopile ('_Laser Raters" TRG_Inco_
Melville_ N. Y.). The output voltage was measuredby a microvoltmetero
The relative energy measurementswere converted to absolute energy by
comparison with the thermopile measurementsat several points. Figure
2.8 showsthe resulting dependenceof the output energy on input energy
for two sets of temperatures and two pulse rates° T_eshold input energy
increased with temperature and was about 240 J at -80°C. The error bars
indicate only the spread in the experimental data_ but do not take into
account inaccuracies in the conversion from relative to absolute energies
due to the thermopile. These3 however_ are believed to be no greater than
±i0_. For subsequent experiments the laser was generally operated at a
higher input energy_ with a correspondingly greater output energy°
Calibrations were madeat those times in the samemanner as described
above. The output pulse duration was typically about 0.5 msec_during
which spiking behavior characteristic of ruby lasers was observed.52_53
The spectral width and stability of the laser output_ as well as
the thermal tuning properties of the sapphire mode-selecting etalon_
were measuredby meansof an analyzing Fabry-Perot etalon placed in the
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path of the beam behind a diffusing ground-glass screen. The resulting
interference fringes were recorded on polaroid film. This arrangement
is shown schematically in Fig. 2.9. The analyzing etalon used in most
of these measurements was a solid fused quartz flat with dielectric
reflective coatings on its parallel faces. (I) Its thickness was such
that the distance between fringes of successive order corresponded to
-i
a spectral range of approximately 0.25 cm
The result of such a measurement is shown in Fig. 2.10. The left-
hand side is the fringe pattern produced by the superposition of one
hundred consecutive ruby laser pulses. The fringe width indicates a
-i
spectral width and stability within about 0.04 cm Fringes resulting
from more than this number of pulses_ or from single pulses; indicated
materially the same linewidth_ so long as the mode-selecting eta]on was
allowed to remain at a constant temperature. This stability was main-
tained even when the indicated temperature of the ruby rod drifted over
a five degree range. Rod temperature changes greater than this caused
the laser oscillation to occur at two resonances of the etalon separated
-i
by about i cm _ and for even larger changes the laser frequency shifted
entirely to the second resonance. On the other hand_ the frequency of the
laser could be tuned smoothly by changing the etaion temperature. It was
possible to achieve oscillation at only a single etalon resonance even
when the laser was operated at input energies greater than twice threshold.
pa _L __The right-hand side of Fig. 2.10 shows for comparison the frznge t_n
from a highly monochromatic and stable helium-neon laser (Model No. i19_
Spectra-Physics_ Inc._ Mountain View_ Caiif.)_ using the same analyzing
Fabry-Perot e_alon. The width of these fringes is due almost entirely to
the limited resolution of the analyzing etalon itself. After correcting
the observed ruby laser fringe width for this instrumental fringe width_
the actual spectral width of the ruby laser output is somewhat less than
-i0.04 cm From the dimensions of the laser the spacing of the individual
-i
cavity modes was calculated to be about 0.0i cm It was no_ possible
OC _ k _ _'to decide on the basis of the fringe patterns if oscillation _cm_red in
more than one of these during a pulse. The time-resolved spiking behavior_
(1)Manufactured by Laboratory for Science_ 0akland_ California.
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however_ indicated that this was the case. Also, rapid temperature
fluctuations in the ruby during the pulse would be expected to cause
changes in the cavity optical length_ with resultant shifts of the
cavity modesacross the etalon resonance. With a conventional mirror
instead of the mode-selecting etalon 3 the laser oscillation occurred
-i -i
over a width of about 0.35 cm Henc% the upper limit of 0.04 cm
obtained with the etalon represents a significant spectral narrowing
of the laser output.
The reliability of the laser was an extremely important consideration_
since the proposed experiments potentially involved runs lasting several
hours_ requiring tens of thousands of consecutive pulses. This problem
was solved only after a numberof different approaches were tried unsuc-
cessfullyo The described system evolved through careful selection and
combination of many individual components. The result was stable and
reliable operation_ with hardly any interruption due to breakdowns_over
a total period of somehundreds of thousands of pulses.
2.4 IASER PHOTOCHEMISTRY TECHNIQUES
In addition to developing a suitable laser_ it was necessary to
devise methods for using it as efficiently as possible to catalyze the
reaction, as well as methods for monitoring the course of the reaction.
The purpose of this section is to describe these techniques and their
relation to the overall experiment. Figure 2.11 shows schematically
the arrangement of the apparatus_ which will be discussed in detail below.
2.4.1 Energy and Wavelength Monitoring
Obviously_ the laser wavelength and the energy per pulse had to be
known during the course of a reaction because changes in either of them
could affect the results drastically. The energy was measured by the
indirect method using a photocell and an integrating circuit_ as described
in Section 2.3. As far as wavelength was concerned_ the important con-
sideration was the position of the laser output with respect to the bromine
_o_....._,_ i_,_ ........._i_ w_ measured in a manner similar to that described
in Section 2.3. However_ instead of using the spectrometer wavelength
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marker_ a long absorption cell filled with bromine was placed in front
of the spectrometer. Light from a low-voltage tungsten projection lamp
(Sylvania Tru-flector) was passed through the cell into the spectrometer
simultaneously with the pulses of laser light. Thus the absorption
spectrum of bromine was recorded on the chart paper 3 with the laser
pulses superimposed at the appropriate wavelength as the spectrum was
scanned. The temperatures of the rod and of the mode-selecting etalon
were then adjusted to bring the laser wavelength into coincidence with
the desired absorption line. The wavelength region of interest was
scanned repetitively during the course of the experiment to double-check
the temperature stability of the rod. Since the mode-selector temperature
was extremely stable at all times 3 it was necessary only to guard against
-i
the appearance of a second oscillation occurring about i cm away from
the desired fin% which was easily detectable by means of this technique.
2.4.2 Reaction Cell
For reasons which will be discussed in later chapters, it appeared
to be desirable to work with small samples of gases in doing the reactions.
Very little of the light energy from the laser beam could be absorbed in
a single pass through these samples, and thus most of the energy would be
wasted. One obvious way to make more efficient use of the available
energy was to reflect the emerging beam back through the sample repeatedly.
This was accomplished by making use_ with slight modifications_ of a special
cell which had been designed for laser-excited Raman spectroscopy (Perkin-
Elmer Corp._ Norwalk, Conn._ Part Noo 211-0937 for Model LR-I Laser Exci+el
Raman Spectrometer)° This 2.5 ml cell was constructed entirely of optically
contacted fused silica approximately in the shape of a rectangular parallele-
piped° There was a slight wedge angle between the upper and lower faces_
which were multi-layer dielectric reflective coated except for a small
area which permitted the laser beam to enter. This geometry caused a
beam entering at the proper angle to be multiply reflected through the
cell in such a way that the absorption path length was increased to
approximately 1°5 meter. The cell was held in a kinematic mounting
assembly (Perkin-Elmer Corpo_ Part NOo 211-0535)which was adj_t_ui_
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for optimumorientation. A graded seal connected it to a pyrex side
tubing which led to a vacuumstopcock and a tapered ground-glass joint°
The cell could be easily detached from the mounting assembly and con-
nected to a mating joint on a gas-handling system_ which is described
in Section 2._. The reaction cell and its mounting assembly are shown
in Fig. 2.12.
2_4.3 Optical Alignment
The multiple-pass cell arrangement made alignment of the laser beam
more critical than would be the case for a single pass. In addition_
the external reflectors forming the laser cavity itself needed to be
aligned carefully. Clearly_ attempts to perform this alignment under
pulsed conditions_ even with a high repetition ratej would be slow and
frustrating. This was avoided by using an inexpensive continuous-running
helium-neon laser (Optics Techno!ogy_ Inc._ Palo Alt% Califo_ Model No.
!70); which provided a well-collimated beam at a wavelength of 6328 2o
The alignment procedure for the ruby laser consisted of passing the
He-Ne laser beam through two apertures on the optical bench which defined
the beam axis_ and then aligning the pump cavity of the laser so that the
beam passed through the ruby rod; and so that the weak reflection from
the ends of the rod produced a spot concentric with the initial beam at
the output aperture of the gas laser. Then the roof prism and the sap-
phire etalon were attached to the optical bench and adjusted so that they
also reflected the beam directly back upon itself. Before the ruby laser
could oscillate; it was necessary to make a small additional adjustment
in the prism orientation to correct for dispersion in its refractive index
in going from 6328 _ to 6940 _. This was facilitated by using a micro-
meter screw on the prism mount.
Next; the reaction cell was aligned by passing the He-Ne laser beam
along the same axis in the opposite direction. The cell_ attached to its
mount_ could be moved horizontally a_ right angles to this axis along a
track; which in ttmn was secu_*ed to the optical bench. An adjustable 45 °
prism was positioned so as to deflect the laser light downward into the
cello All of these components were aligned so that the beam entered the
- 32 -
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F I G .  2.12--Photograph of r e a c t i o n  c e l l  and kinematic mounting assembly, 
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cell properly and was multiply reflected to fill the volume as uniformly
as possible. Additional adjustments were usually necessary after the
ruby laser was turned on_ but these were generally minor.
2.4.4 Monitoring the Reactions
The technique chosen for determining the reaction rate was the
optical measurement of the disappearance of bromine molecules from the
cell. Basically_ this was done by using a light source with a wave-
length which was absorbed by the bromine molecules_ but not by the other
gases in the cell_ and a photodetector to measure the transmission of
this light through the cell. This arrangement was calibrated against
known partial pressures of bromine_ which in turn were determined from
temperature-vapor pressure tables.59 One important consideration was
that the monitor light intensity had to be low enough so as not to induce
a significant reaction itself.
In order to increase the sensitivity of the monitoring system_ the
monitor light was multiply-passed through the cell at right angles to the
laser beam° This was accomplished by means of external mirrors in a con-
6o
figuration originally designed by White. Some of the mechanical
61
mounting features described by McCubbin and Grosso were incorporated
in the construction. Up to sixteen passes of the light were readily
obtained. The light source was a microscope lamp_ the intensity of
which was monitored with a silicon photodiode and regulated by a variac.
It was operated below its normal current by placing a two-ohm resistor
in series with it. A pair of glass filters with similar bandpass charac-
teristics (Corning No. 5-57 and No. 5-58) allowed only blue light to fall
on the cell and to be detected by the photomultiplier. This eliminated
spurious signals caused by the red laser light. The type 931A photo-
multiplier was operated with a regulated power supply at i000 V de. The
output current was filtered to remove excess high frequency noise_ and
was measured with a Hewlett-Packard Model No. 425A Micro Volt-Ammeter.
The system was quite stable_ and was capable of detecting changes in
bromine concentration of the order of 13. A schematic of this arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 2.13.
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The entire reaction cell and monitoring system were covered with
a light-tight box to prevent room lights from affecting the reaction or
the monitoring system. A shutter could be opened to admit the laser
light through a red glass cut-off filter (Corning No. 2-64). A photo-
graph of the reaction cell in position with the monitoring system and
other related optical equipment is shown in Fig. 2.14.
2.5 PREPARAT ION AND HA_-DLING OF CHEMICALS
The corrosive nature of bromine necessitated the use of an all-glass
system for handling the chemicals° Since most of the reactions were
sensitive to oxygen and water vapor, the system had to be evacuated
prior to use° For convenience the system could be easily dismantled
and reconstructed using interchangeable ground glass joints. High
vacuum stopcocks were used throughout. Apiezon type N and type L
lubricants were used for the stopcocks and joints_ respectively. Side-
arms could be attached to the system by means of additional ground glass
joints. The system was evacuated with a mechanical roughing pump and
with a three-stage glass diffusion pump, which were connected to the
system through a liquid nitrogen cold trap. The roughing pump vacuum
was measured with a thermocouple gauge s and could be maintained at
~ 20 microns Hg A mercury manometer for measuring the pressures of
noncorrosive gases was connected to various parts of the system through
stopcocks. It could also be connected to air or to the roughing pump
and used in conjunction with a quartz-spiral null-type Bourdon gauge
(Worden Instruments, Inc., Houston, Texas) for indirectly measuring the
pressure of bromine or of a reacting mixture of gases. Because of the
poisonous and corrosive nature of many of the reactants and products,
the p_p exhaust was directed into a laboratory f_ne hood. The gas-
handling system is shown in Fig. 2.15.
Mallinckrodt Analytical Reagent grade bromine was used in the experi-
mentso It was placed in a side tube which was attached to the vacuum
system and then subjected to several freeze-pump cycles to remove the
air. Then it was dried by vacuum distillation to another side buYo
through a phosphorous pentoxide tube. This process was repeated several
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times, after which the bromine was fractionally distilled, retaining only
the middle fraction_ which was stored in an evacuated side tube and was
periodically purified by the same method° The same procedure was also
followed for the other gases.
At the beginning of a reaction, the reaction cell was first filled
with bromine and then evacuated. Then the second filling was made to
the desired pressure, using the Bourdon gauge-manometer combination for
pressure monitoring. Additional gases were placed in the cell by first
filling a large ballast chamber of the system until the manometer indicated
the desired sum of the partial pressures of gases being filled and those
already in the cello Then the stopcock to the cell was opened and the
gas flowed in under its own excess pressure° When the pressures equalized_
the stopcock was quickly closed and the final pressure was recorded.
After a reaction_ the contents of the cell were trapped into a side tube_
to be discarded_ or else sealed off and analyzed°
2.6 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
The identification of reaction products was accomplished mainly
through the use of gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. In the
former_ a small sample (fraction of a microliter to a milliliter or so)
is injected into a stream of inert carrier gas_ which then passes at a
controlled flow rate and temperature through a long column. The column
contains loosely packed solid material (the %upport") on which there is
a thin film of liquid. The molecule_ of the gas sample tend to become
adsorbed on the liquid film_ which causes them to lag behind the carried
gas flowo After some finite "retention time," the sample reaches the
other end of the column_ where it is detected° In genera!_ different
molecules have different retention times. Thus 3 if a sample contains
a mixture of N different components_ they will arrive at the detector
at N different times° The detector output then appears as N separate
peaks on a recorder chart_ if the times are sufficiently resolved. This
is generally accomplished by the proper choice of support and liquid
materials_ column dimensions_ flow rate_ and temperature. Components
can be identified in some cases by comparing their retention times with
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known substances. In addition_ most gas chromatographs have provisions
for collecting samples after the detector during desired peaks. These
samples can then be submitted to further analysis. This technique of
preparative chromatography is especially useful for separating the com-
ponents of a mixture_ which might otherwise lead to ambiguous results
when analyzed by mass spectrometry or other means. Gas chromatography
in general is a powerful technique for establishing purity and identity
on the basis of very minute samples.
Two instruments were used. in various phases of the investigation.
One was a Perkin-Elmer Model 801 chromatograph with a 0.2_ inch by 6 ft.
SE-30 colamn and an electron-capture detector. This was particularly
useful for the analysis of very small samples° The valuable assistance
of Dr. Ho W. Brewer of the Department of Anaesthesia in the Stanford
Medical School is gratefully acknowledged in making this instrument
available and making many helpful suggestions regarding its use° The
other instrument was a Varian Aerograph model A-90-P3 with a 0.25 inch
by 20 ft. Carbowax 20-M column and a thermal conductivity detector_ which
was more convenient for preparative chromatography° The author is grateful
to J. Ao Dale of the Stanford Chemistry Department for his assistance with
this instrument.
In amass spectrometer_ the relative number of ions for each mass-
to-charge ratio is determined° Since most of the ions are singly charged 3
the data represent the relative abundances of particles of different
molecular mass. In the analysis of this data_ it is necessary to take
into account the splitting of the original molecule into various fragment
ions which are recorded along with the entire molecular ion. Each molecular
species has a characteristic fragmentation pattern_ by means of which
the structure of the parent molecule may be deduced. This pattern also
depends in part upon the conditions under which the ions are produced
and detected_
_ss spectra taken on a CEC instrument in the Stanford Chemistry
Department were used to analyze reactants and products for a number of
purposes during the investigation° First; they were used to identify
impurities which were troublesome in one of' the reactants. Second; they
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established the identity of the reaction products. Third_ they were
used to search for enrichment in the product with respect to a specific
bromine isotope. For this application the instrument was sensitive
enoughto detect less than a i_ change in isotope abundances.
2°7 OPTICALSPECTROSCOPY
Considerable work on the absorption spectrum of bromine was done
preliminary to the main photochemical experiments. Spectrographic
plates were madeon a Bausch and LombDual Grating Spectrograph_ and
spectra were recorded photoelectrically using Jarrell-Ash 1-meter and
loS-meter scanning spectrometers having Ebert-mounted gratings. Several
1-meter long pyrex tubes with optical end windows were used to contain
the various bromine samples. These tubes contained excess liquid bromine
in side arms _ which could be immersedin a temperature bath to control
the vapor pressure of the gas. Sylvania Tru-flector low voltage pro-
jection lamps were used as light sources for most of the work. Wave-
length calibrations_ where needed_were provided by neon and krypton
standard lamps3 and by a thorium iodide electrodeless discharge.
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III. SPECTRUMOFBROMINE
3oi INTRODUCTION
The choice of bromine for the photocatalysis experiments was in-
fluenced by the availability of the ruby laser at the wavelength of
one of its absorption bands. Although previous photochemical investi-
gations of bromine had been performed; all of them had been done with
light of shorter wavelengths; where the absorption spectrum was con-
tinuous. In this chapter we shall review someof the principles which
underlie molecular absorption spectra. The spectrum of bromine will be
described_ emphasizing the features in the wavelength region of the
ruby laser. The spectroscopy of bromine which was performed in the
course of this investigation will then be discussed°
3o2 GENERALDESCRIPTIONOFTHESPECTRUMOFBROMINE
The spectroscopy of diatomic molecules is discussed in detail by
62Herzbergo The total internal energy of a molecule arises from three
sources; which can be treated independently in first approximation.
The first is the energy due to the electrons. This has its counter-
part in the electronic energy of a free atom; and gives rise to discrete
quantum states. As the two atoms approach each other to form the molecule;
the wavefunctions and energies of the atoms join smoothly to those of
the molecule. Each electronic state provides a potential in which the
two nuclei move. Someof these potentials are completely repulsive;
corresponding to unstable molecules. Others are repulsive at short
distances for high kinetic energies of the nuclear motion; but are
attractive for somerange of internuclear separations; leading to the
formation of stable molecules. For these stable molecules_ the nuclei
vibrate along the axis connecting them in the electronic potential°
Th_s motion is the second source of molecular energy; giving rise to a
set of quantized vibrational energy levels for each stable electronic
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state° The third type of energy arises from the rotation of the
molecule in space about its center of mass. This splits each vibra-
tional level into quantized rotational energy levels. It is clear
that the vibrational and rotational energies of molecules have no
counterpart for atoms. The combinedenergy of a diatomic molecule
can then be expressed as
Emolecule = Eelectronic + Evibrationa I + Erotational
Each of these contributions can be expressed in terms of quantumnumbers
and certain parameters which can be used to relate experimental data to
quantummechanical theory. The v_rational energy levels are given
approximately by
Evib % (v+ ½) % e i 2
= - x (v + 5) + ...
x are param-where v is the vibrational quantum number, and % _ We e
eters which_ in general_ are different for different electronic states.
The first term is just the expression for the energy of a harmonic
oscillator_ while the second term includes the second-order corrections
due to anharmonicity. Similarly_ the rotational energy can be written
approximately as
Ero t = Be J(J + i) - De j2(j + 1)2 _ _e(V + 21-) J(J + i) + ...
where J is the rotational quantum number_ and Be , De _ and _e are
again parameters which are characteristic of the electronic state. The
first term here is the energy for a rigid rotator_ which is corrected
for centrifugal stretching by the second term 3 and for vibrational
stretchiDg by the third term.
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The known vibrational and rotational parameters for the lowest-
lying stable electronic states of the bromine molecule are listed in
Table 3.1. The potential energies of these states as a function of
internuclear distance are shown in Fig. 3ol. A few of the vibrational
levels of the ground electronic state are also shown in the fig_Lreo
The notation for the molecular electronic states is analogous with that
used for atoms_ with the difference that now the symbols refer to com-
ponents of the respective angular momenta which lie along the inter-
nuclear axis. Thus Z _ _ _ A _ etc., refer to orbital electronic
angular momentum components of A = 0 _ i , 2 , etc., along this axis°
Similarly_ the pre-superscript gives the multiplicity arising from the
axial component Z of the total electron spin, and the following sub-
script is the quantum number for the axial component _ of total
electronic angular momentum. The symbols "+" and "-" refer to
symmetry properties of the wave functions with respect to a plane
intersecting the two nuclei_ and "g" and "u_ '_ for _erade and un___-
_, denote even or odd inversion symmetry about the center-of-mass
for homonuclear molecules. As shown in the diagram_ dissociation of
a molecule from either the IZ+ state or the 3_ state produces
g l_u
in their ground 2P3/2 state_ whereas dissociationtwo bromine atoms
+
state produces one 2P 3from the 3_O, u /2 atom and one excited
2P1/2 atom_
In a radiative transition of' a molecule from one electronic state
to another, certain selection rules are obeyed° The electronic selection
rules regarding spin and orbital angular momentum are similar to those
for atomic transitions° For heavy molecules such as bromine_ however_
spin-orbit coupling relaxes these rules somewhat. A stricter rule is
that_ for homonuclear molecules, the symmetry _erade or un_erade must
change in a transition. During an electronic transition_ the vibrational
and rotational quantum numbers may also change. For the rotational num-
ber 3 this change is restricted to L_Y = 0 _ ±i with ZkY = 0 forbidden
if _ = 0 in both electronic states. The change in vibrational number
is not so severely restricted. The relative intensities of transitions
between various lower vibrational states v'" and upper states v" are
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TABLE3.1
BROMINE SPECTROSCOPIC PARAMETERS
(Units are cm -1)
Electronic State:
E
e
E d
tO
e
(13 X
e e
B
e
e
D
e
Reference:
IZ +
g
0
~16,070
323.2
1.07
0.08091
0.000275
Brown 44
13,814
~16,070
(170.7)
(3.69)
Darbyshire 39
15,891.3
~19,735
169.71
1.913
0.0595
0.000625
44
Brown
Notes:
.
Electronic energy at the equilibrium internuclear distance_ measured
from the energy minimum of the ground state potential (see Fig. 3.1).
Dissociation energy_ also measured from the lowest point of ground
state potential.
Quantities in parentheses ( ) based on vibrational quantum numbering
assignment of Darbyshire.39
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FIG. 3.1--Potential energy diagram of the Br 2 molecule (Rees47).
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determined by the Franck-Condon principle. The main idea is that the
nuclei do not have time to move during the sudden electronic transition.
Hence_ the relative position of the nuclei does not change_ so that
transitions are "vertical" on the energy diagram of Fig. 3.1. The
relative velocity_ and thus the kinetic energy_ also cannot change
appreciably during the transition° A highly probable transition_
therefor% would be between vibrationa!levels_ the classical turning
points (both with zero kinetic energy) of which are located vertically
one above the other° This principle can be developed from a quantum
mechanical basis_ alsoo It has been applied in showing on Fig. 3.1 the
probable transitions to the 3_ state from the lowest two vibrational
levels of the ground electronic state of bromine.
When a molecule absorbs a photon of the appropriate energy to excite
it to a level below the dissociation energy_ it remains stable. The
absorption spectrum in this energy range then consists of many individual
lines arranged in bands corresponding to various Av and _J changes.
If transitions take place at higher energies_ the molecule can then be
excited to an unstable region of the upper electronic potential_ where
it immediately dissociates° In this case the spectrum no longer has
vibrational and rotational structur% and is simply a continuum. A
spectrum may have overlapping bands and continuum at the same wavelengthj
as transitions may be allowed from lower vibrational levels of the lower
state to a stable region of the upper statej and also from more highly
excited vfOrational levels of the ground state to an unstable portion of
the upper state° In addition_ when ,_o or more upper states exist with
nearly the same energy_ as in the case of bromine_ transitions to both
states may overlap for some wavelengths.
The relative intensities of the various bands and of the continua
are determined not only by the selection rules_ but also by the initial
populations° In absorption at thermal equilibrium, these follow a
Boltzmann distribution among the vibrational levels.
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Bromine has two isotopes of mass number 79 and 81_ respectively_
which form three different isotopic species of molecules. Since the
relative abundances of the atomic isotopes are 50.57_ for 79Br and
49.43_ for 8_r , the approximate abundances of the molecular species
are :
Isotope Abundance
79-79 25_
79-81 50_
81-8l 25_
We expect differences in the spectra of these different isotopic
63
molecules because of the effects of nuclear mass on the energy levels.
The largest of these effects is the vibrational isotope shift. A heavier
oscillator should be expected to vibrate more slowly than a lighter one
under the same force constant. We represent this formally by making the
following modifications to the vibrational parameters in going from
Br279-81 to one of the pure isotopes:
Br279-81 Pure Isotopes
me Pme
2
x p_x
_e ee
where P : (_/bi)I/2 and _ , _i are the reduced masses of Br279-81
and of the pure isotopic molecule; respectively.
In additionj the isotope effect changes the moment of inertia for
rotational motion. The formal substitution in this case is just the
following :
79-81
Br 2 Pure Isotopes
Be p2B e
_e P_e
De p4D e
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There is an isotope shift of the electronic levelsj also_ but this is
much smaller than the vibrational and rotational effects°
As a result of these isotope shifts_ the spectrum of natural bromine
is three times as complicated as that of a single isotope. On the other
hand_ the isotope effects can be exploited in several ways to provide
useful information about the static properties and the dynamic behavior
of the molecules°
A number of previous investigations have contributed to the present
understanding of the spectrum of bromine. The vibrational-rotational
3_o 1g+structure of the _ absorption bands was analyzed by Brown. 44
g
Transitions between these two states were observed in emission by
Plumley. 45 A band-head analysis for the 3_ _ IZ+ system was per-
l_u g
formed by Darbyshire 39 from absorption data° A complete rotational
analysis was never done for this system_ and it has never been observed
in emission° Measurements of the continuous absorption spectrum by
Acton_ Aickin_ and Bayliss 40 were used by Mulliken 46 in developing the
theory of halogen spectra. Rees 47 later used this theory and the
earlier experimental data to construct potential energy curves for
48
bromine° A Raman spectrum was reported by Stammreicho
3°3 SPECTRUM OF Br 2 AT THE RUBY lASER WAVELENGTH: RESULTS OF
EARLIER INVESTIGATIONS
The absorption spectrum of bromine at the ruby laser wavelength
is particularly interesting° This wavelength corresponds to a wave
-i
number of 14_400 cm _ which lies in the band system from the _+
g
ground state to the 3_ excited state° Thus; the stable excited
l_u
molecules which are produced have energies below that required for
dissociation° From the vibrational analysis of Darbyshire 39 it could
-i
be determined that the strongest transitions at 14_400 cm originate
at the lower vibrational levels v'1= 2 and v _'= 3 The upper
levels would then lie about 500 cm-I to 800 cm -I away from dissocation.
IZ+ bands had not been rotationaly analyzed_ soHowever_ the
_l_u _ g
it was not possible to determine either the rotational or the vibrational
--1
numbering for a given individual line. Hence_ the ~ 300 cm uncertainty
could not be reduced°
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It was not established whether or not a weak underlying continuum
-i
accompanied the individual lines at 14_400 cm The continuous absorp-
tion spectrum of bromine had been investigated experimentally by Acton_
40 46 47
Aikin_ and Bayliss_ and theoretically by Muiliken and by Rees.
It was known to consist of contributions from transitions to the 3U+
O_u
and the 3_ states above their dissociation energies_ as well as to
13u
state. It was possible that transitions from the
the repulsive u
sparsely populated vibrational levels of IZ+ might give rise to a
-i g
continuum at 14_400 cm There was experimental evidence against the
32
existence of a continuum somewhat farther to the red_ but no meastLre-
ments had been made in this region.
The known features of its spectrum thus made bromine an interesting
molecule for selective excitation by means of a ruby laser. The fact
that this laser light could produce stable excited molecules below the
lowest dissociation energy would make it possible to investigate molecular
processes by using photochemical techniques_ if a suitable reaction could
be found. The results of such an investigation might then help to resolve
some of the uncertainties regarding the spectrum.
3.4 RESULTS OF PRESENT_ INVESTIGATION
Conventional spectroscopic techniques were used to study the absorp-
tion spectrum of the continuum and the 3_ IZ+ bands of bromine.
l_u _ g
Samples studied included natural Br 2 at various concentrations, and
79-79 81-81
in mixtures with other gases. Samples of the pure Br 2 and Br 2
isotopes were obtained on loan from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
were also examined by means of conventional absorption spectroscopy.
Laser excitation was used in observing absorption in individual lines
of natural Br 2 , as well as in an attempt to observe fluorescence from
the 3_ state° Most of the techniques have been described in Chapter II.
l_u
Results are presented and discussed in the following sections.
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3.4.1 Continuous Absorption Spectrum
Absorption spectra of natural Br 2 at several pressures were re-
corded at several wavelengths_ and were compared with light transmission
through the system with all the Br 2 removed° The base-line for the
line absorption was estimated and its contribution was subtracted to
obtain the continuous absorption. The resulting absorption coefficient
was calculated from Lambert's law 9
-_L
It = I0 e
where It and I0 are the transmitted and incident light intensities_
and L is the absorption path length through the sample.
The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 3.2_ which
shows the continuous absorption coefficient of Br 2 at its room temperature
vapor pressure of 186 torr, 59 as a function of wavelength. The absorption
coefficient was proportional to bromine concentration, in accordance with
Beer's law. 9 Uncertainties in distinguishing overlapping wings of the
lines from the true continuum are responsible for the apparent leveling-
off at longer wavelengths (solid line in Fig. 3.2). Hence these measure-
ments could not determine whether the continuum actually ceased to exist_
at these wavelengths (dashed line in the figure). It was concluded_
however, that the continuum at 6940 _ was very weak if it existed at all.
3.4°2 Isotopic Identification of Individual Lines
The absorption spectra of the two pure isotope samples and of natural
bromine were scanned in the region from 6934 _ to 6943 _ using a high
resolution spectrometer with a neon standard lamp for wavelength calibration.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.3. Certain strong lines of the pure
isotopes can be identified readily in the spectrum of natural Br 2 3
and a few of these are labeled on the figure. The extremely close
spacing of the lines underscores the difficulty of performing selective
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FIG. 3.2--Continuous absorption spectrum of Br2 in 6000-7000 _ region.
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3_4.3 Strengths and Widths of Individual Lines
The observed width of an absorption line in a gas comes about for
a number of reasons° One cause of apparent width is the limited
resolving power of the instrument° Another cause is the distortion
in line shape brought about by the overlapping wings of neighboring
64
lines° The true width of the line has two primary sources. The
first is inhomogeneous_ or Gaussian broadening due to the thermal
distribution of Doppler shifts from the individual molecules° The
second is homogeneous_ or Lorentzian broadening due to the finite life-
times of all the molecules in the quantum states involved in the transi-
tion_ In a gas at the pressures encountered in this investigation_ the
lifetime is determined by the mean time between molecular collisions.
Since this lifetime is pressure dependent_ the overall effect is called
"pressure broadening." A rough approximation for the relationship of
these individual types of broadening to the observed linewidth is
2 _ AV2 + AV2 + AVD2 + Av 2AVobserved
where
Av I
%
Av D
f_Vp =
= Instrumental linewidth
= Effect of neighboring lines
= Doppler linewidth
Pressure linewidth
The instrumental linewidth was estimated by measuring the apparent width
of the farthest resolved hyperfine component of the 5461 _ emission line
from a low pressure mercury lampo This gave an instrumental resolution
--I
of' _v I z 0°065 cm
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Doppler linewidths can be calculated from the expression
AVD = 2(2R in2)i/2c v0(T) I/2
where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature_ and M
is the molecular weight. For Br 2 at 300°K this turns out to be
_vD _ 0..015 cm -I when v0 = 14_400 cm -I
The linewidth due to pressure broadening is _vp = (ZI + Z2) _c j
where ZI and Z2 are the mean number of collisions per second of a
molecule in the lower and upper states_ respectively_ of the transition.
For the lower state in bromine, _i can be calculated from kinetic
op
theory by means of the expression
where
n = number of molecules per cm _
o = collision diameter to be defined
m = mass of molecule
T = absolute temperature
k = Boltzmann constant
For bromine_ a is generally accepted to be 4.27 _ 66 At 300°K_ the
above expression leads to a value for bromine of Z I m 5 × i06P collisions
per second, where P is the pressure in Torr.
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There is reason to believe that the increase in effective collision
diameter in excited Br 2 may cause Z2 to be 2 to 4 times as large
67
as Z I Thus if we take Z 2 as 3 times Z I _ we obtain
AVp _- 2.1 x IO-4p cm -I
The problem of overlapping neighboring lines was particularly
troublesome because of the close spacing of these lines in bromine.
This was handled by comparing the observed widths of several lines
at different pressures with the widths predicted on the basis of the
above calculations_ ignoring the effects of neighboring lines. The
pressures used were the vapor pressures of Br 2 in equilibrium with
liquid Br2 at room temperature (~ 186 Tort) at O°C (~ 70 Torr).59
These led to calculated values of AVp of
_Vp calc" _ 0.04 cm -I
room
and
Av calc. _ 0.015 cm -I
P0
The total predicted linewidths_ ignoring neighboring lines; were then
Av calc" = 0.077 cm -I
room
AVO a!c° = 0.068 cm -I
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The data indicated pressure broadening of approximately double the
predicted amount. The discrepancy _as probably due to a combination of
ineighboring line effects and larger collision diameters in the. upper:s_ate.
Hence, the overall linewidths appeared to be
_v °bs" Z O.1 cm -1
room
obs. ~ -1
_v0 ~ O. 07 cm
The true linewidths, obtained by correcting for the instrument resolution,
were then
_vcorr. ~ -I0.08 cm
room
AV_ °rr" % 0.04 cm -I
The widths of the absorption lines were measured when part of the bromine
pressure was replaced by one of the organic gases used in the reaction
experiments. The effect was not observably different from that caused
by the same total pressure of pure bromine.
The peak absorptions of a number of lines were measured and corrected
for instrumental effects in a similar manner. The absolute values obtained
may be in error by 50% , but this does not seriously affect the conclusions
of the photocatalysis experiments. Relative absorption strengths were con-
siderably more accurate. The numerical results for individual lines will
not be presented her% but will be introduced where appropriate in the
discussion of the results. The peak absorptions of the prominent lines
in the natural Br 2 spectrum of Fig. 3.3 were typically 10% to 25% per
meter at a bromine pressure of 186 Torr.
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3.4.4 Vibrational Structure of the 3II State
l_u
Previous vibrational analyses by Brown 44 and by Darbyshire 39 left
some uncertainty in the absolute vibration quantum numbers and vibrational
parameters for the 3II state of bromine. A complete rotational
l_u
analysis by Brown determined these values accurately for the iz+ state
g
3 + state_ but such an analysis was not performed for the
and the iII0_uz+ •
3_l;u _- g bands° An additional complication was the fact that the
0_0 band was missing in the latter system because of the Franck-Condon
principle_ In such a case it was still possible to determine the
vibrational structure from the wave numbers for the band origins (J = 0)
and their isotope shifts. However_ since the band origins themselves
were not determined; the band heads were used instead° Darbysnire measured
the average positions of a large number of band heads_ but determined
isotope shifts for only three of them° IIowever_ on the basis of his data
he concluded that there should be an increase of 6 to 8 units in the
arbitrary quantum numbers originally assigned by Brown° The presently
accepted vibrational parameters for the 3Z state of bromine are
• i_ u
based on his assumption that the increase should be 7 units°
In the present work_ because of the availability of the pure isotope
samples_ it was possible to measure isotope shifts for eighteen band
heads from the lower vibrational levels v'" = i;2_ and 3 ; in the region
14; _ 4 -i150-1p_ O0 cm The average positions of these band heads agreed
well with Darbyshire's data°
Vibrational parameters were calculated from the average band head
positions_ and the corresponding isotope shifts were predicted_ assuming
several different vibrational numerationso Calculations were performed
on an IBM 7090 computer° The predicted isotope shifts were then compared
with the data for consistency° The results tended to favor an increase
in v" of 6 units from the arbitrary numeration° However_ the experi-
mental error due to the use of band heads_ and not band origins_ was too
large to exclude Darbyshire's assumption of a 7 unit increase° The com-
parison between calculated and experimental isotope shifts of the upper
vibrational level is shown in Fig. 3.4° The v" numbering assumes the
increase to be 6 units; with predicted isotope shifts given by the solid
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c_u_ve. The broken curves a and c are predicted by increases of 5
and 7 units_ respectively. The correct numbering will probably be
determined only by the accurate measurement of band origins_ resulting
from a complete rotational analysis.
3.4.5 Laser Absorption Spectroscopy of Bromine
Experiments were performed in which the absorption of laser ]Jgbt
by a column of bromine was measured as the laser was tuned stepwise
across two of the prominent absorption lines of natural Br 2 The
purpose of these experiments was to explore the feasibility of this
technique gor absorption spectroscopy_ as well as to check the line-
width and tuning accuracy of the laser. The laser energy and wavelength
were monitored as described in Chapter Iio However_ this time a second
photocell detected the laser energy after it had passed three times
through the one-meter absorption cell containing the bromine. The signals
from the two photocells were then integrated using a Tektronix Type "0"
operational amplifier and were displayed simultaneously on a Tektronix
555 Dual Beam Oscilloscope and recorded on Polaroid film. The ratio of
the heights of the two traces_ normalized to the conditions with the
bromine removed_ indicated the amount of absorption. These data are
summarized in Fig. 3._ along with the profiles of the respective lines
obtained by conventional spectroscopy. In spite of _he crudeness of
the experiment_ the agreement between the two methods was satisfactory°
Such an agreement could not be observed in similar experiments performed
before mode-control techniques were employed on the laser_ Minor refine-
ments in the technique could make the laser a useful instrument for high
resolution absorption spectroscopy.
3°4.6 Attempted Laser-Excited Fluorescence
The use of monochromatic light to excite emisslon from molecules
has been recognized as a powerful technique for studying energy level
68
structures and energy transfer processes° A number of such investi-
gations of iodine fluorescence excited by sharp lines from mercury or
sodium lamps have been conducted. 69 The use of a tunable laser as a
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source would clearly enable the technique to be extended to molecules
whose absorption lines do not fortuitously coincide with one of the
conventional, atomic emission lines. Excitation of emission in the
3_ 7 iz+II_) bands of bromine by means of the ruby laser was attempted
_c_U g
in order to demonstrate this extension.
Emission from the _., sta_ of Br_ had riot-,previously been
observed under any conditio_lUo Plumley 45 ob.qerved 3g+ -_ IZ +_ emission
" _ O_ u g
photographically using the 5461 _ line of' an intense mercury arc° This
required an exposure time of some 70 hours_ which indicated that the
fluorescence was about 300 times weaker than that of iodine under similar
conditions. Calculations based, on Mulliken_s theoretical, analysis of
46
the halogen spectra suggested that the 3U emissmon might be still
1_ u
weaker by a factor of 20 or so. In spite of these pessimistic predictions_
it was felt that this emission might be observable by using intense laser
light and taking advantage of the efficient excitation geometry of the
reaction cell (see Chapter II). The image of the cell interior was
focused on the entrance slit of a spectrograph which had an effective
aperture number of f/4 Exposures were made on hypersensitized
infra-red plates over the wavelength range of 7000 to 12_000 _ during
25j000 consecutive laser puises_ with no observable fluorescence°
It is now known from the photocatalysis experiments that nonradiative
relaxation from the 3__, to the 7 + state occurs ext_:'emely rapidlyo
_;U g
This greatly reduces the chance of observing emission° Even soj it is
conceivable that the use of more sophisticated detection techniques_
such as photon counting_ 70 might enable the 3_ fluorescence to be
studied°
3.4o7 Summary
Spectroscopic investigations of bromine using conventional and laser
techniques were conducted preliminary to the photochemical studies° Isotopic
--1
labeling of prominent absorption lines near 14_400 cm was accomplished_ as
well as a probe of line profiles using the laser' as a som"Ceo Linewidths
were measured, and compared with theoretical predictions_ and peak absorption
° 62 -
strengths were estimated. Measurementof the continuous absorption was
done, but was limited by the problem of overlapping individual lines.
Additional isotope shifts for the 3U _ _+ band heads were measured,l,u g
and essentially confirmed an earlier analysis of the vibrational structure.
The attempt to observe laser-excited emission from the 3_ state was
1,u
not successful.
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IV. PHOTOCATALYSIS OF BROMINE RF_&CTIONS: EXPERIMEntAL RESULTS
4. i INTRODUCTION
The type of reaction chosen for the photocatalysis experiments was
the addition of bromine to the double bonds of unsaturated organic
molecules. These are known as alkenes_ olefins; or ethylenic molecu!es_
ethylene being the simplest molecule with this structure. 71 Figure 4ol
illustrates schematically the structlare of ethylene and bromine; along
with their addition product_ dibromoethane°
Earlier studies of such reactions with both thermal 72 and photo-
chemical 32_37'38 activation showed that the addition did not take place
in a s_ngie elementary step_ Instead_ the overall reaction was the
result of a complex set of processes initiated by dissociated bromine
atoms. This mechanism is known as a "free radical chain." Denoting
the olefin by "X" _ we may represent the elementary steps as follows:
Activation: (i)
Propagation: (2)
(3)
Termination: (4)
(6)
Br 2 -_ 2Br
Br + X _ XBr
XBr + Br 2 _ XBr 2 4- Br
wall i
Br -_ [ Br 2
Br + Br + M-_Br 2 + M
ZBr + M _ Deactivation
where M denotes any molecule in the system which can carry away the
excess energy released by the recombination of atoms° According to
this mechanism_ the bromine atom produced by dissociation in (i) combines
w_th the olefin in (2) to form XBr _ which is a free radical° This is
a relatively unstable species_ having an unpaired electron_ and so it
- 64 -
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FIGo 4.1--Structures of ethylene_ bromin% and dibromoethane.
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must eventually either dissociate in the reverse of (2)_ or else react
with a bromine molecule in (3) to form the stable produ_ _ XBr 2
plus a free bromine atom. The latter may then continue the "chain" by
reacting with another olefin in (2). The overall process does not
result in a net removal of bromine atoms_ so it can potentially be
repeated indefinitely. However_ the competing processes (4)_ (5)_
and (6) remove the reactive atoms and radicals by recombination_ so
that there is a finite average quantum yield ("chain length") of
product molecules formed per initially activated atom° Since the
process as a whole is exothermic_ the reverse reaction in (3) would
be expected to be very slow_ at least initially°
The kinetics of these free radical chain reactions have been
treated by a number of authorso 73-76 If we neglect for the moment
the termination process (6), the initial rate of the overall reaction
can be expressed in terms of the reactant concentrations and rate
constants of the elementary steps (2) and (3) as
a [xBr21 k2k3 [Br] IX] [Br2]
at k3 [Br21 + k_2
(4ol)
The brackets [ ] in Eq. (4.1) denote concentrations_ and the k's are
the rate constants for the individual steps_ with the minus sign
designating the rate constant for the reverse reaction.
The concentration [Br] itself depends upon the methods of activation
and termination. In thermal reactions it is established by the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium between collisional dissociation and recombination
processes. In this case the concentration of bromine atoms is related
to the concentration of bromine molecules by
=
- 66 °
where K is the equilibrium constant
eq
K
eq
kI
k_ I
with reaction (i) now being considered reversible°
Under photochemical activation_ the concentration [Br] can be
given by a simple expression only if certain approximations are made.
The most common of these is the "steady-state" approximation_ the
applicability of which is discussed by Bensono 74 What is done is to
assume that the concentrations of the intermediate species (atoms and
radicals) are maintained at a constant value, which is small compared
with the concentrations of the original reactants and final products.
This is a valid approximation as long as the light source has sufficiently
low intensity and is steady in time. It is obviously not applicable under
intense, pulsed laser excitation without modifications, which will be dis-
cussed later.
The explicit form for the steady-state concentration of bromine
atoms depends upon which of the terminating processes dominates. The
general expression for the time dependence of this concentration is
d [Br]
- 21a - k4 [Br]- 2k5 [Mj [Br]2 , (4.2)
dt
where the first term reflects the assumption that the number of atoms
generated is twice Ia _ the number of photons absorbed per unit time
per unit volume° This will be true only for direct dissociation in the
wavelength region of continuous absorption° The second term depends
upon diffusion to the walls; which dominates at low pressures, and is
linear in [Br] The third term arises from recombination on a third
body; and thus increases with increasing pressure. The relative importance
of the two terms also depends on such conditions as the geometry of the
reaction cell, the na+vure of the _h4r8 b_dy; and the light intensity.
° 67 -
With these considerations in mind_ and setting d[Br]/dt = 0 in accordance
with the steady-state approximation_ we obtain for low pressures
21
[Br] _ a (4.3a)
and for high pressures
la[Br] _ (4.3b)
ks_M]
Combining with Eq. (4.1), we obtain expressions for the overall rate at
low pressures
d [XBr 2] 2k 2 Ia[X] [Br 2]
dt k4([Br 2] + k 2/k _)
, (4o4a)
and at high pressures
d [XBr 2] I la Ii/2 [X] [Br2 ]
- k 2 ks_M]dt [Br 2] + k_2/k _
(4o4b)
A useful way to express these rates is in terms of the quantum yield;
or chain length; which is the reaction rate divided by the absorption rate:
2k 2 [X] [Br 2]
Q _ _ . (4o5a)
k 4 [Br 2] + k_2/k 3
or
1 )i/2Q _ k 2
ksIa[ M]
[x] [Br2]
[_r2] -_k2/k 3
(4°%)
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We note from Eq. (4.5b) that for sufficiently high pressure, as the
light intensity increases 3 the chain length becomes shorter 3 although
the overall reaction rate continues to increase. The inclusion of
process (6) causes an additional decrease in the quantum yield with
increasing pressure.
The quantum yields for some bromine-olefin reactions are known to
be very high° For the addition of bromine to ethylene_ 105 or more
product molecules have been formed for each absorbed photon_ at reactant
pressures of the order of 30 mmo 38 Quantum yields of 103 to 104 for
reactions with other olefins are not uncommono 37 One of the problems
encountered in this investigation was to find a reactant which would
combine with bromine with a sufficiently low quantum yield_ so that the
thermal background reaction rate would be small 3 and so that the effects
of other slower processes to be studied would not be masked.
Free radical chain reactions also have the property of being strongly
inhibited by the addition of small amounts of certain gases_ notably
nitric oxideo76 The presence of a small quantity of oxygen also has an
inhibiting effect on the addition of bromine to olefins_ and has been
32
observed to cause an "induction period" at the beginning of a reaction.
The gas-phase addition of bromine to trans-l_2-dichloroethylene was
studied by M_ller and Schumacher, 37 using light at 5461 _ from a mercury
38
lampo Schmitz_ Schumacher_ and J_ger used the mercury lines at both
4358 _ and 5461 _ to catalyze the addition of bromine to ethylene.
Kistiakowsky and Sternberg 32 studied the same reaction in a number of
spectral regions using a tungsten filament lamp and bandpass filters.
They concluded that all the photochemical addition reactions of bromine
to olefins_ as well as all the other observed photochemical reactions of
bromine 33-36 were due entirely to direct dissociation into atoms upon
absorption of light in the continuous absorption region. Their experi-
mental evidence_ as well as calculations by McDowell, 77 showed that the
activity at longer wavelengthswas due to direct dissociation of vibrationally
excited _+ molecules_ and not to subsequent collisional dissociation of
g
molecules excited in individual lines to the _Wl u state. However_ the
3
longest wavelength observed for this was 6800 _ , and no experiments had
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been attempted in the 6940 _ region, where continuous absorption was
expected to be considerably weaker.
If light at 6940 _ catalyzed the addition of bromine to an olefin_
one of several alternative mechanisms could be responsible. The first
would be continuous absorption superimposed on the bands_ so that direct
dissociation would take place_ as in the earlier investigations° A
second alternative would be formation of a stable excited 3_ molecule
l_u
by absorption in an iddividual line_ with subsequent collisional dissociation
into free atoms. A third possibility would be dissociation by absorption
of two photons. A fourth process could be a heating effect which would
increase the number of bromine atoms in equilibrium with the bromine mole-
cules. The fifth alternative would be the direct addition of the excited
molecule to the olefin in a single elementary process_ without dissociation
into atoms°
The objectives of the present experiments were then: (i) to discover
if laser light at 6940 _ would catalyze a reaction between bromine and an
olefin_ (2) to determine whether or not i_ was an addition reaction; (3)
to identify the mechanism; and (4) to explore energy transfer processes
and any other effects which might take advantage of the selective method
of excitation. The remainder of the present chapter will be devoted
primarily to the description of the experimental results° These will be
examined in detail and interpreted in terms of the various individual
dynamic processes in Chapter V.
4.2 SELECTION OF REACTANTS
As noted in the previous section, it was desirable to find chemicals
which would react with bromine much more slowly than_ for example; ethylene 3
which had a quantum yield of about 105. Various olefins were tried, both
in dark reactions and in conventional light 3 to obtain rough estimates of
their reaction rates. The details of this survey will not be discussed.
However, it is worthwhile to mention several general principles which
led to the eventual selection of the reactants°
- 70 -
First_ although there are exceptions, manyolefins becomeless
reactive in addition reactions whenone or more of their hydrogen atoms
are replaced by halogen atoms. In order of increasing effectiveness;
these are iodine, bromine; chlorine, and fluorine. This is probably
related to the increased electronegativity (electron-withdrawing
character) of the halogens comparedwith hydrogen. The result is that
they maydecrease the electron energy available at the double bond for
attaching another atom° The relative electronegativities of the halogens
and hydrogen,71 and the corresponding bond energies with carbon; 78 are
saownin Table 4olo It can be seen that in the particular case of fluorine
substitution, not only is the electronegativity muchgreater, but the C-F
bond has a higher binding energy than C-Ho It has been found that organic
polyfluorides are especially stable, even though the monofluorides are
not. 79 This has been explained in terms of a decrease of the C-F bond
distance from 1.42 _ in monofluorides to 1.o35 _ in polyfluorides.
TABLE 4. i
ELECTRONEGATIVITIES AND BOND ENERGIES
Atom
H
I
Br
CI
F
Re fat ive
Electronegativity
2ol
2.5
2.8
3°0
4°0
Bond Energy
with Carbon (Kcal/mol)
87°3
45.5
54.0
66°5
Z07.0
Another consideration was that the reaction product, once formed,
should be as stable as possible. This would be particularly important
when investigating the possibility of a direct addition of the excited
_._ .... 7 .... 7_ _ _'k_ ._a,_l_ _nna Winch _toms or molecules react,
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the excess energy of activation must somehow be carried away for the
product to become stabilized° In an addition reaction_ this cannot be
done by the translational kinetic energy of the product alone_ or else
conservation of moment's1 is violated° Hence the energy must be dissipated
(a) by fluorescence_ which is rare_ (b) by a third body which then acts
as a recombination center (the wall of the container may act as a third
body)_ or (c) by redistribution among the internal, degrees of freedom
of the product molecule° In order for this last mechanism to be efficient_
it is important for the product to have many such internal degrees of
freedom, The n_nber of modes of vibration for a polyatomie molecule is
3N-6 _ where N is the number of atoms in the molecule° Thus it would
be de_J.rab!e to use a large molecule for the reactanZo
Naturally_ an important additional requirement was that neither the
reactant _or its addition product with bromine could absorb the laser
light.
The _'es_]t of' the preliminary experiments was the tentative selection
of two fluorocarbons_ which had the desired, properties outlined above,
Perfluoro-2-butene was found to react with bromine very negligible in the
darK,, In ordinary room lights the reaction took place very slowly° A
related chemical.,,,I._i_ i_ 2_ 4_ k l__hept,afluoro-3-chloro-2-butene_ was also
found to react very slopply with bromine. It yielded a product with a
somewhat lower vapor pressu_'e_ which made it more convenient for separa-
tion from the initial reactants by fractional distillation° The per-
fluorobutene was obtained, as a gas from the Mathieson Company_ the
heptafluorochlorobutene was obtained in liquid form from the Columbia
Organic Chemical Company° Both chemicals were furnished as mixtures of
the cis and trams isomers° The structural forms for both i.somers of
these two fluorocarbons are shown in Fig. 4.2. Their physical properties
are listed in Table 4,2.
The chemistry of fl.uo_oca_'bons had. been discussed in detail by
several authorso80_81 It has been shown that bromine adds to the
fluorinated olefins without substitution for fluorine° Also_ the speed
of the addition deci_.eases as more trifluoromethy] (-CF_5) groups are
attached to the carbon atoms forming the double bond.. The tt_ifluoromethyl
- 72 -
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group is known to be a very efficient electron withdrawer. For instance_
bromine adds in order of increasir_ difficulty to CF 2 = CFCF2CF 3
CF3CF = CFCF 3 _ and CF 2 = C(CF3) 2 o Henc% the selection of
CF3CF = CFCF 3 and the related CF3CF = CCiCF 3 appeared to be justified
on a theoretical as well as an experimental basis°
4°3 EXPERIMENTS USING CONVENTIONAL LIGHT
Before proceedirg with the laser photocatalysis experiments_
reactions of bromine with the two selected fluorocarbons were carried
out using light in the wavelength region of continuous bromine absorption.
This was done in order to obtain estimates of the quantum yield under
these conditions for comparison with the results using laser light. The
experiments were conducted using the same reaction cell that was used in
the laser experiments_ in order to take into account the effect of cell
geometry° The light source used was simply the ordinary room light_ which
was furnished entirely by fluorescent lamps° This provided a repeatable
light intensity_ with a spectral distribution which was absorbed by the
bromine predominantly in the continuum° The reactions were monitored by
observing the decrease in pressure by means of the Bourdon gauge-manometer
combination described in Chapter II. The system was calibrated by observing
the reaction of bromine with trans-i_2-dichloroethylene_ which had been
studied in detail previously by M_ller and Schumacher. 37
In the following sections the results using dichlorethylene will
first be presented and discussed° The reactions using heptafluorochlorobutene
and perfluorobutene will then be described°
4o3.1 Trans-l_2-Dichloroethylene
Bromine and trans-l_2_-dichloroethylene were purified according to
the procedures outlined in Chapter Iio The reaction cell was filled with
an initial partial pressure of i0 mm of each reactant. The rate of pressure
decrease was observed with the Bourdongauge and extrapolated to zero time
to obtain the initial rate_ which was estimated to be 5 mm/minute. Since
the room-temperature vapor pressure of the product_ dibromodichloroethane_
was only 0°7 mm_ the actual initial rate of the reaction was 2.5 mm/minute.
The quantumyield corresponding to this reaction rate could be
estimated from the results of M_ller and Schumachero37 Corrections
first had to be madefor differences in pressure_ reactant concentra-
tions_ temperatures_ and cell geometry. Their results showeda quantum
yield of 1.2 × 104 molecules per absorbed pho_on_for initial concen-
trations of i00 mmof each of the reactants at a temperature of 90OCo_l}t_
The total pressure of 200 mmwas in an intermediate region between those
where Eqso (4.5a) and (4.5b)were valid for their experiments° However_
they performed a series of experiments_ in which the pressure effect was
shownexplicitly_ by keeping the reactant concentrations constant and
_aryir_ the total pressure with an inert gas° These showedthat the
quantumyield would be expected to decrease by a factor of 3 or 4 as the
pressure was decreased from 200 mmto 20 mmo
At a pressure of 20 mm_chain termination in their apparatus proceeded
almost entirely by diffusion to the walls° The sameheld true in our cell_
the dimensions of which were muchsmaller than theirs. With this mechanism
the quantumyield is proportional to the meantlme required for a bromine
atom to diffuse to the wall. This time is proportional to pressure_ and
also to the square of the distance traveled_ Hence a scale factor must
be introduced to account for the differences in cell geometries° M_ller
and Schumacherused a cylindrical cell which was approximately i0 cm long
82
and 5 cm in diameter. The rectangular cell used in our experiments
measured approximately 0.5 cm × 2 cm × 2o5 cmo Using 5 cm as characteristic
of the larger cell_ and i cm for the smaller one_ the quantum yield would
then be reduced by a scale factor of 25° Thus_ the overall effect of
pressure and cell geometry would be to reduce the yield by a factor of
75 to lO0.
The dependence of the quantum yield on the bromine and dichlorothylene
concentrations_ in accordance with Eqo (4.5a) can be rewritten more simply as
k P [Sr z] [CsHzCZ z]Q = (4.6)
[Br 2] + k"
(1)The quantum yield of Ioi X 103 molecules/hv , quoted by M_ller
and Schumacher_ was incorrect_ based on their own data°
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It was found by M_ller and Schumacher that k was nearly independent
of temperature, whereas k" was found to be 140 mm at 90°C_ 220 mm at
ll0°C_ and 330 mm at 130°C. By fitting this to the usual exponential
temperature dependence and extrapolating_ a value for k" of approxi-
mately 18 mm was obtained for a temperature of 295°Ko The temperature
decrease also resulted in an increase in molecular concentration for
a given pressure. This was taken into account by adjusting the reactant
pressures in Eqo (4o6)_ which were then used to compute the relative
yields. This calculation led to a further decrease in quantum yield by
a factor of 8°4o When this was combined with the effect of pressure
and cell size_ a reduction factor of the order of 7_0 was obtained°
Thus the reaction rate of 2°5 mm/minute corresponded to a quantum yield
of roughly 16 molecules per photon°
This result appeared to be consistent with the estimated amount of
light being absorbed by the bromine° It was not convenient to make a
direct comparison of the reaction rate at lO0 mm partial pressures of
she reactants because it was too rapid under those conditions° It was
verified that the addition of nitric oxide strongly inhibited the re-
action_ as expected from its free radical chain character°
403_2 Perfluoro-2_butene
The results of reactions of bromine with perfluoro-2-butene in
room light are summarized in runs numbered 2-8 in Table 4°3. Run i
was the reaction with dichloroethylene described in the previous section.
In run 2 nearly the same pressures were used_ buZ C4F 8 was substituted
for C2H2CI 2. The reaction rate_ and thus the quantum yield_ was found
to decrease by a factor of more than 2000° In runs 3 through 6, a con-
siderably higher partial pressure of C4F 8 was used_ while the bromine
concentration was maintained at approximately ii mmo Sulfur hexafluorid%
an inert gas_ was added in runs 4 through 6 to increase the total pressure.
Quantum yields were estimated from the observed rates by comparison with
run Io These were in reasonable agreement with the quantum yields calcu-
lated by means of Eqo (4o6)_ using the yield observed in run 2 as a basis°
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Runs 7 and 8 were performed at higher reactant concentrations_ with SF 6
being added again in run 8. The order-of-magnitude agreement with extra-
polations from runs 2 through 6 was satisfactory. The detailed dependence
upon the bromine concentration_ however_ was not studied. The increased
bromine concentration would affect the overall rate by increasing the
light absorption_ as well as increasing the quantum yield. At such a
high concentration_ it was also likely that quadratic chain termination
was important 3 due to the greater frequency of binary collisions of two
bromine atoms. This is suggested by the slower than linear pressure
dependence in runs 7 and 8. The main conclusion of this series of
experiments was that C4F 8 reacted with bromine quite slowly in ordinary
light.
4°3°3 l_l_l,2_4_4,4zHeptafluoro-3-chloro-2-butene
Experiments in room light with C4CIF 7 gave results very similar to
those obtained with C4F 8. These are summarized in runs numbered 9 and
i0 in Table 4°3o Some reactions with C4CIF7_ which were done prior to
the experiments with C2H2C12 and C4F8_ showed rather long induction
periods (up to 17 hours) before noticeable reaction occurred. This was
indicative of the presence of some chain inhibitor_ probably oxygen_ in
the reaction cell. As additional runs were made without opening the
cell to air_ the induction period became shorter_ and eventually was not
observed at all. This induction effect_ together with the fact that
addition of NO inhibited the reaction_ was evidence of the chain nature
of the reaction between bromine and C4<_IF7o
The reactants and products in some of the runs using C4C]_F7 were
analyzed by means of gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. The gas
chromatograms showed that an additional component was present in samples
after reactions_ which was not present in the starting materials. This
component was then isolated by fractional distillation_ and was submitted
to mass spectrometric analysis after ascertaining its purity by running
another ch_omatogramo The mass spectrum of this product component showed
it to be C4Br2CIF7_ the expected addition product_ which was not detected
im the mass spectrum of 4h_ ......_..... ____7_ _ +_ _..... _+_+_ _
- 79
the mass spectrometer as discussed in Chapter II_ ions with other masses
were also detected. Thes% however_ were consistent with the respective
structures of C4CIF 7 and C4Br2CIF 7 The isotopic distribution due
to the presence of the 79Br and 81Br isotopes_ as well as the 35CI
and 37CI isotopes 3 aided in establishing unambiguous identification of
the product. Thus, it was concluded that the reaction observed was indeed
addition of bromine to the double bond. The mass distributions of
fragments for C4CIF 7 and C4Br2CIF 7 are reproduced in Figs. 4.3(A) and
4o3(B) respectively. An enlarged insert in Fig. 4o3(C) shows the detailed
distribution of bromine and chlorine isotopes in the complete C4Br2CIF 7
molecule at atomic mass numbers 374 through 380°
The experiments in room light confirmed that bromine_ when excited
by light im its continuous absorption region, added to the double bonds
of C4F 8 and C4CIF 7 The mechanism was a free radical chain_ with
a quantum yield on the order of unity for both reactants under the experi-
mental conditions employed. The following sections will describe the
results of experiments in which ruby laser light was used to catalyze the
reactions°
4.4 lASER PHOTOCATALYSIS EXPERIMEWfS
Both C4F 8 and C4CIF 7 were used in the laser photocatalysis
experiments. About 25 runs were made in all; during which no essential
difference in behavior between these two reactants was observed° There-
fore, results which are described are equally applicable to both reactants;
unless otherwise indicated. The procedures and techniques used in these
experiments have already been outlined in Chapter II.
In nearly all the experiments, the initial partial pressure of C4F 8
or C4CIF 7 was approximately 200 mm. Initial bromine pressures between
7 mm and 12 mmwere used. Thus; throughout the course of each reaction,
the concentration of the fluoro-olefin; as well as the total pressure;
remained more or less constant. Measurements of the reaction rates were
made as the laser frequency and intensity were varied_ and as the concen-
tration of bromine changed. The effect of adding nitric oxide was also
- 80 -
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observed° Gas chromatographic and mass spectrometric analyses were made
to identify the reaction product and to detect isotope effects.
4o4.1 Dependence on Laser Frequency and Intensity; and Bromine Concentration
The experimental results showed that the reaction rate depended strongly
on the individual absorption lines of bromine, as the laser frequency was
tuned across a spectral range which contained a number of these lines
(near 14,400 cm -I) in the 3_ _ _+ band system° This was the first
l,u g
evidence of any photochemical activity associated with line absorption
in bromine° Even the residual reactivity observed between the individual
lines could be attributed to overlapping wings of these lines, rather
than to underlying continuous absorption° In any case, the results
proved that the continuum_ if it existed, was extremely weak. In
addition, by inserting calibrated attenuating filters into the laser
beam_ it was found that the rate depended approximately linearly on the
incident light intensity°
Finally, as the concentration of bromine molecules decreased; so
did the reaction rate. This was attributable to two causes: first, the
reduction in the amount of light absorption; and second_ the reduction
in quantum yield due to its dependence on the Br 2 concentration° At
the dilute partial pressures of Br 2 in the laser catalyzed reactions_
the light absorption was expected to depend linearly on this partial
pressure. The dependence of the quantum yield on Br 2 concentration_
given by
[Br 2 ]
[Br 2] + k"
would be linea_ if k '_ were large enough;for low Br 2 concentration;
but would become independent of [Br 2] at high concentrations. The
low-concentration approximation appeared to fit the experimental data
more satisfactorily; resulting in a [Br2 ]2 dependence of the reaction
rate_ since the rate was proportional to light intensity.
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The combined dependenceof the reaction rate on laser wavelength
X , incident light intensity I 0 _ and bromine concentration is
illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The results of ten runs with C4F8 are
shown, which are typical of the overall resulZs° The absorption
spectrum of bromine is shownon the samewavelength scale for comparison.
were normalized by dividing by lo[Br2 ]2 , asThe actual reaction rates
indicated on the figure.
4.4.2 Estimated Quantum Yield
The measured reaction rate when the laser wavelength coincided with
the most prominent Br 2 absorption line was about 7.0 x 10 -4 mm per
pulse, at a laser output energy of approximately 0°5 Joule per pulse_
and a Br 2 partial pressure of 7mm° The peak absorption in this line
was approximately 25_ per meter in pure bromine at a pressure of 186 mmo
Thus, the same line should absorb about one per cent at its peak over
the absorption path inside the cell_ under the conditions of the reaction.
Optical losses were estimated at 50_ resulting in an incident light
energy per pulse of 0.25 Joule. This in turn led to an absorbed light
energy of 0.25 x 10 -2 Joule . Since each Joule of light at 14_400 cm -I
is approximately equal to 3 x 1018 photons, the number of absorbed quanta
per pulse was about 0.75 x 1016
Each millimeter of gas pressure at room temperature corresponds to
a density of about 3.27 x 1016 molecules per ml. Since the volume of
the cell was approximately 2.5 ml0_ each millimeter of pressure in it
consisted of 8 X 1016 molecules. :i'_;_sthe observed reaction rate
corresponded to 5.6 x 1013 molecules per pulse, resulting in an
estimated overall quantum yield of 0.75 x 10 -2 molecule per photon°
This was clearly much smaller than the quantum yield expected for light
in the wavelength region of continuous absorption and under steady-state
conditions_ but at the same reactant concentrations. An extrapolation
from the room light reaction results in Table 4.3 showed that this should
be about one molecule per photon.
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4.4o3 Effect of Adding Nitric Oxide
In one run, a few mm of nitric oxide were added to the reaction
mixture° When laser light was again admitted to the reaction cell,
the light transmission, indicated by the reaction rate monitoring
system_ decreased instead of increasing_ until a steady value was
reached. Upon blocking the laser beam_ the light transmission slowly
increased to its previous valu% with a recovery time on the order of
a few minutes° This effect was attributed to the formation of NOBr
by the combination of the NO with Br atoms. If NOBr absorbed more
strongly than Br 2 in the blue region of the monitoring light, it would
account for the decrease in light transmission. Unfortunately, very
little quantitative information could be found concerning the absorption
spectrum of NOBr j but it was known to absorb blue light rather
strongly. The rapid formation of NOBr probably depleted the supply
of Br atoms_ preventing any appreciable reaction with the fluoro-
carbon° The NOBr in turn must have been unstable with respect to
binary collisions, so that the process
2NOBr _2NO + Br 2
caused a steady-state concentration to be reached under the influence
of the laser light° When the laser beam was blocked_ the NOBr con-
tinued to decompose_ restoring the o_iginal concentrations of NO and
Br 2 o
Based upon this interpretation_ the effect of adding NO to the
system was evidence that Br atoms were responsible for the reaction
of bromine with the fluorocarbon. While this appears to be the only
explanation consistent with the experimental results, it cannot be
taken as conclusive proof of the mechanism. Although inhibition of a
reaction by NO is considered by many investigators to be evidence of
a free radical chain mechanism, many of the details are still open to
controversy. 76
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4°4°4 Identification of the Reaction Product
Samples of laser-reacted material were analyzed by means of the gas
chromatograph. They were found to contain the same component which had
been identified as the product of addition of bromine to the double bond
in samples reacted in ordinary light. In addition, laser-reacted samples
produced mass spectra which showed the presence of C4Br2CIF 7 It was
thus concluded that the laser reaction consisted of addition of bromine
to the double bond of the fluorocarbon, just as did the reaction in
ordinary light.
4°ao5 Isotope Effects
In view of the apparently very short lengths of the chains involved
in the addition of bromine to C4F 8 or C4CIF 7 _ it was thought that
this reaction might be used to separate the two isotopes of bromine.
The general conditions under which photochemical separation of isotopes
2O
is possible are the following:
(i) a difference in the absorption spectrum of the species,
(2) a light source capable of selectively exciting only one species_
(3) a chemical reaction involving only the excited species.
Requirements (i) and (2) were met by the identification of lines
belonging to the pure isotopic molecules in the spectrum of natural
bromine (see Section 3.4.2), and by the demonstration of selective
photocatalysis when the laser was tuned to individual absorption lines°
Requirement (3) would be met if the reaction product contained only the
originally excited bromine° However, in the free radical chain mechanism_
as shown at the beginning of this chapter, the process
(3) XBr + Br 2 -_XBr 2 + Br
adds the second bromine atom with no selectivity, so that the maximum
expected isotopic enrichment is 50_. With continued chain propagation,
the percentage enrichment becomes smaller, in inverse proportion to the
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quantum yield° However_ since the quantum yields in the present re-
actions of bromine were quite small_ it might be possible to obtain a
significant enrichment.
runs were made in which either the pure Br 7_-79-- orA number of
Br21-Sl_ isotope was selectively excited. The products of these_ runs
were analyzed with the mass spectrometer° No detectable isotopic
enrichment occurred. This was attributed to a very fast reaction
(7) Br + Br 2 _Br' + Br J
which resulted in isotope scrambling_ but no net chemical change.
Estimates based on a previous study of this exchange reaction 72 showed
that it took place about 105 times more rapidly than the addition of
bromine to the fluorocarbon. The kinetics of the exchange are such that
it would dominate unless the pressure of the fluorocarbon were on the
order of thousands of atmospheres_ clearly an unfeasible situation.
4.5 SUMMARY
Reactions of bromine with two unsaturated fluorocarbons were carried
out with activation both by ordinary light and by light from a pulsed 3
tunable ruby laser. In the latter cas% the photochemical activity de-
pended strongly upon excitation of individual bromine absorption lines_
and not upon an underlying continuum° The reaction rate depended linearly
on the incident laser light intensity° Identification of the products
established that the reactions consisted of addition of bromine to the
double bonds of the fluorocarbons. Although the primary excitation
resulted in the formation of stable excited molecules_ and not dissociated
atoms_ the behavior of the subsequent reaction was consistent with a free
radical chain mechanism_ initiated by bromine atoms. The quantum yield
of this chain_ however, was estimated to be relatively small. It was
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probably on the order of unity for steady-state excitation by light in
the continuum_ at the reactant concentrations used. The overall quantum
yield under conditions of pulsed excitation by the ruby laser was estimated
to be on the order of 10 -2 . Reactions in which pure isotopes of bromine
were selectively excited did not result in isotopic enrichment of the
product. This could be attributed to rapid isotopic exchange reactions
between bromine atoms and normal bromine molecules.
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V. INI_RPRETATION OF RESULTS
5. i INTRODUCTION
In this chapter_ the experimental evidence which was introduced in
the preceding chapter will be examined_ with a twofold purpose. First_
insofar as is possibl% the experimental results will be used to show
which of the alternative mechanisms discussed in Section 4.1 is responsi-
ble for the observed reaction of bromine and the fluoro-olefins catalyzed
by ruby laser light. Second_ they will be used to draw conclusions as to
the relative rates of certain competing dynamic processes in the system.
In order to deal with processes which are initiated by pulsed excitation_
it will first be necessary to develop expressions for the overall rates,
to replace those which were formulated in the preceding chapter on the
assumption of steady-state conditions. After this has been done_ the
various dynamic processes involving atoms and excited molecules will be
examined° Each of the alternative hypotheses of Section 4.1 will be
discussed to determine which of them is most consistent with the experi-
mental evidence.
5.2 DYNAMIC RATES UNDER PULSED CONDITIONS
In the laser photocatalysis expe_iments_ the active species (excited
bromine molecules or dissociated atoms) initiating the reactions were
generated in pulses of approximately 0.5 millisecond in duration_ which
were repeated at intervals of 0.75 second. This was clearly a condition
under which the steady-state approximation 74 was not applicable. It is
more appropriate_ therefore_ to discuss the behavior of the system in
terms of the probabilities per unit time of the individual processes on
a microscopic level_ rather than in terms of steady rates. There are
three general categories into which these processes fall. The first
_÷ ...... _ .... _o+_r_ p_r_ _sor_tion and emission, the
89-
probabilities of which are affected only indirectly by the concentrations
of the various atomic and molecular species, The second category includes
transfer of the various forms of molecular energy; translational_ vibrational;
rotational_ and electronic; by means of collisions between the molecules°
Processes which involve chemical reactions are reserved, for the third
category° Clearly_ the probabilities of the processes in the second and
third categories depend strongly on the molecular concentrations.
Dynamic processes can also be classified according to their formal
kinetics. First-order processes are those which; on the microscopic
83
level_ involve a single atom or molecule° Likewise; second-order pro-
cesses are events in which two particles participate° Many second-order
processes involve one molecule each of two separate types, and thus they
are first-order with respect to each individual type of molecule. Examples
of first-order processes are absorption of photons; and spontaneous dis-
sociation of molecules into atoms. The transfer of energy by collision
is clearly a second-order process. However; if the particular type of
transfer involves a molecular species which is present only in a dilute
concentration; so that collisions between two of these molecules are very
rare; the process is first-order with respect to that species° On the
other hand_ recombination of two like atoms to form a diatomic molecule
is generally second-order with respect to these atoms (an exception is
recombination at the walis)j but the requirement of a third body to
carry away excess energy makes the overall process obey third-order
kinetics,
We shall now consider the behavior of systems undergoing both first-
and second-order processes under pulsed conditions. We shall assume first
that the pulse occu_'s instantaneously_ and produces an initial population
of some species (for instance_ molecules in an excited electronic state).
This population then decays by means of one or more dynamic processes_
which we want to study° The supposition of an instantaneous pulse is a
reasonably good approximation_ so long as the actual pulse is much shorter
than the subsequent decay time. Where this condition does not hold_ the
instantaneous initial population can be replaced_ if needed_ by an appropriate
time integral over the duration of the pulse°
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In this approximation_ the time dependenceof the concentration of
a species undergoing a single first-order decay process is given by
dc
: kcdt
where k is the rate constant for the process.
and denoting the initial concentration at t = 0
-kt
C = C- e
0
Integrating Eq. (5.1)
by cO _ we obtain
(5.2)
Clearly then_ _ is the probability per unit time that the process
will occur for a single molecule_ and the quantity
= 1/k (5.3)
is known as the characteristic time for the process; in a time T the
concentration _ decreases by a factor _ Thus_ this is the effective
mean lifetime of the species with respect to the single-order process.
Now_ if a number of competing first-order processes occur_ the time
dependence can be expressed as
N
T-kl
- dtd-£= L knC (5.4)
n=l
He_e_ the subscript refers to each of the N individual processes. If
we _efine the quantity
N
n=l
k , (5.5)
n
then integration of Eq. (5.4) produces the result
-Kt
c = cA e
u
(5.6)
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The effective lifetime is now given by
T _ i _ i_
K
=i
k
n
(5.7)
or
N
T T
n
n=l
(5.8)
Now let us consider the behavior of a system which undergoes a
second-order process° The time dependence of a population can then be
written
de.
- _ = k c.c. (5.9)
i jdt
Two special cases are now considered. In the first of these, the con-
centration c. remains fixed during the process. This will be the
J
case when c. is very large, and represents a concentration which is
J
essentially unaffected by the pulsed generation of ci Then we can
dei'ine an effective first-order rate constant
kef f = k cj , (5.10)
and rewrite Eq. (5.9) as a first-order process involving only c. , as
i
dc.
i
dt
- kef f c.m (5.11)
which can then be treated in a manner identical to Eq. (5.1).
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In the second special case_ we consider a process in which two
particles of type i combine with each other, so that Eqo (5.9) now
is rewritten in the form
dc 2
- k c
dt 2
where we omit the subscript for convenience. The probability per unit
time for this process to occur is now no longer constant, but decreases
as the population c decays. The concept of an effective lifetime T
is also no longer meaningful. Integrating Eq. (5o12) and again assuming
an instantaneous initial population cO , we now obtain
i I
c cO
+ kt _ (5.13)
or, equivalently,
co
c = (5.14)
i+ cO kt
To complete this discussion of formal kinetics, we consider the
following situation. A species is present_ which is responsible for
initiating a reaction, but is not used up in the process. This is the
role played by bromine atoms in the free radical chain addition reaction
with olefins. The chain reaction itself does not deplete the population
of atoms, as they are continually regenerated. Two independent competing
processes eventually lead to disappearance of the atoms. One of these
processes is second-order, and dominates at suffidiently high concen-
trations. The other process is first-order, and takes over as the dominant
mechanism at reduced concentrations. The rate at which products are formed
in the chain reaction is then given by
dc
kcCa , (5.15)
dt
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where c is the concentration of products, c is the concentration
p a
of initiating atoms, and k is the effective rate constant of the
c
chain reaction, including the (nearly constant) concentrations of the
other reactants, which, from Eq. (4.1), is given by
k2k 3 [X] [Br 2]
k : (5.16)
c
k3 [m2] +
for the bromine-olefin reaction. If we now assume that c
a
by a second-order process, it can be expressed by Eqo (5.14).
this in Eq. (5.15), we obtain
is reduced
Inserting
dc k cO
: c (5.17)
dt i + c O kt
To obtain the total product yield per pulse, it is necessary to
integrate Eq. (5o17). If this integral is taken from time t = 0 to
t = _ , it diverges. This is prevented by assuming a maximum cut-off
time for the integral, which can be taken to be approximately the time
at which the concentration is sufficiently reduced for the first-order
decay process to become dominant° This results in the expression for
the total product yield per pulse of
t
max
f k cO dt
= C
Cp ,
1 + coSt0
(5.18)
which has the solution
k
c
c = --_n(l + cO ktmax) (5.19)
P k
This logarithmic behavior of the total yield is clearly quite insensitive
to changes in c_u for coktmax >> i This is in contrast to the result
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expected for chain reactions terminated by a first-order process alone.
In that case we obtain
cojl= -ktCp k c cO e dt , (5.20)
0
which has the solution
kc co
c = , (5.21)
P k
and hence depends linearly on cO It should be noted from Section
4ol that the second-order termination mechanism leads to a square-root
dependence on the excitation intensity under steady-state conditions_
whereas it leads to the logarithmic dependence in the case of pulses.
The consequences of these differences in behavior in the detailed
analysis of the experimental results will be discussed in Section 5.5.
5.3 ABSORPTION OF PULSED LASER RADIATION
When the estimated quantum yield of the laser photocatalysis
experiments was calculated in Section 4.2.2_ it was tacitly assumed
that saturation effects did not occur in the absorption process. This
assumption requires some justification because it led to the conclusion
that 0.75 X 1016 molecules were excited at every pulse. The total
number of Br 2 molecules in the cell was about 0.56 × 1018 _ so that
about 1.34_ of them were excited during the pulse duration of approxi-
mately 0.5 msec. It must be realized, however, that only half the
bromine in the cell was the Br_9-81- isotopic species which was being
excited, and, furthermore, that only a small fraction of this was present
at any given time in the specific initial vibrational-rotational level
of the ground state° If the quantum numbers for this level were known_
the fractional population could be calculated readily for the room-temperature
Boltzmann distribution. However3 since this information is not available,
a reasonable estimate can be madeas follows. The fraction of molecule
f _ in a given v'" level at temperature T is given approximately by39
v
f ,, : e- v"_/kT(1 - e-_/kT) , (5.22)
v
where _ is the vibrational parameter defined in Section 3.2, and is
about 300 cm -I for the IZ+ state of bromine° At room temperature_
-i g
kT _ 200 cm ; since the sharp line transitions of Br 2 near
-i
14_400 cm have v" = 2 or 3 , the fractional population is then
either 0.039 or 0.0086° This fractional population is further sub-
divided among the rotational levels J" according to 84
fj'" - B"(2J"+_rl)e-B'J'(J''+1)/kT _ (_.23)
where B'" is the rotational parameter for the
-i
approximately 0.08 cm , as shown in Table 3.1.
a maximum for
i_+ state, and is
g
This fraction reaches
Jm_ (kT/2B)I/221 , (_.24)
which is Jmax 35 for Br 2 Inserting this value in Eq. (5.23),
we obtain fJ"max _ 0.017.
Judging from the prominence of this particular absorption line,
it is reasonable to assume that the initial level is not far from
J'" Combining the fractional populations resulting from the
max
vibrational, rotational., and isotopic distributions, we find an
overall fractional population of about 0.7 × 10 .4 to 3.5 x 10 .4
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Thus it turns out that during the pulse about 40 to 200 times as many
molecules are excited out of the initial state as are in it as thermal
equilibrium.
In order to prevent saturation from occurring; it is clear that
bromine molecules from other states must be transferred to this particular
state more rapidly than they are excited out of it by the light. The
mechanism for this is provided by rapid collisional transfer of vibrational
and rotational energy by the iz+ ground-state bromine molecules. As
g
shown in Section 3.4.3_ the mean number of collisions per second which
each ground-state bromine molecule undergoes in a sample of the pure gas
is given approximately by
zI = _ × _06 P _ (5.25)
where P is the pressure in mmHg Experiments on pressure broadening
of absorption lines indicated that this collision frequency did not
change appreciably in a bromine-fluorocarbon mixture with the same total
pressllreo Thusj in the laser photocatalysis experiments_ where the total
pressure was about 200 mm_ the gas-kinetic collision frequency was about
109 per second.
Ultrasonic absorption measurements 85 showed that collisional relaxation
b_ween the v "_= 0 and v H= i levels of bromine require on the average
_600 gas-kinetic collisions at a temperature of 301°K. 66 The probability
of collisional transfer of vibrational energy between adjacent vibrational
levels follows the selection rule 86
p = vP Iv _v-i _ 0
where p denotes the probability of energy transfer between levels
v _ v-I
v and v-i Hence relaxation between levels vH= 2 and v H= 3
should require on the average less than 2000 collisions. Thus, the
vibrational population in one of these levels would be restored in a
time on Lhe order of 2_sec under our experimental conditions_ which is
2_0 times faster than the laser pulse
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Rotational relaxation within a vibrational state occurs much more
rapidly than this° No experimental data are available for bromine, but
ultrasonic measurements in N2 and 02 show that the probability per
86
collision for rotation-translation energy transfer is about 0.i. It
is generally true of collisional energy transfer that for a particular
type of process_ the larger the energy the less probable the transfer
86
becomes. Therefore_ in bromine, where the energy spacing between
rotational levels is smaller, a greater probability of transfer is
expected° Hence rotational relaxation would be expected to require
on the average somewhat fewer than l0 gas-kinetic collisions_ Under
our experimental conditions, this would restore rotational equilibrium
in about 10 -8 second.
It can be concluded_ therefore_ on the basis of reasonable vibrational
and rotational relaxation rates, that the assumption of no appreciable
saturation effect is entirely justified. The extremely rapid rotational
relaxation alone would be more than sufficient in the v"= 2 state_
where the overall population is higher. Likewise, vibrational relaxation
alone would replenish the individual state as rapidly as the laser pulse
depleted it. The combination of the two mechanisms is certainly sufficient
to overcome any tendency to saturate at the experimental intensity level.
5.4 PROCESSES INVOLVING EXCITED BROMINE MOLECULES
After the bromine molecules were excited to the 3H state by the
l_u
laser light, they could take part in a number of competing dynamic pro-
cesseso The purpose of this section is to enumerate these processes and
to estimate their probabilities.
5o4.1 Spontaneous Emission of Radiation
46
Calculations based on the theoretical work of Mulliken_ in his
4o
interpretation of the spectral data of Bayliss and co-workers, indicated
that the radiative lifetime of the 3H state was of the order of 10 -4
l_u
sec. qhlo process sets an ultimate limit to the lifetime of the l_u
state_ as it is independent of pressure or molecular concentration. It
competes with other processes which have characteristic lifetimes of the
same order of magnitude or greater.
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5.4.2 Vibrational and Rotational Relaxation
Energy transfer processes within the 3HI_ u state can take place
with a high probability per gas-kinetic collision. Since the concen-
tration of excited bromine molecules under our experimental conditions
was at most about 1.34_ of all the bromine 3 which in turn was only about
3o5_ of the total pressure_ collisions between two excited molecules were
rare. Therefore 3 practically all collisions of the excited bromine
molecules were with the "heat bath" comprising the normal bromine and
fluorocarbon molecules. In these collisions_ the energy associated with
the translational_ vibrational_ or rotational degrees of freedom of the
excited bromine could be exchanged with any of the various degrees of
freedom of the heat bath molecules. We are concerned here only with the
internal degrees of freedom of the excited bromine molecules. Further-
more_ it has already been established that rotational energy is transferred
rapidly in ground state Br 2 molecules_ and so it should be transferred
even more rapidly in J_ moleculesj where the rotational quanta are
l_Klemperer69U determined experimentally thatsmailero 86 Steinfeld and
rotational energy was transferred in excited iodine molecules on the
average in practically every gas-kinetic collision. In addition_ they
determined that vibrational energy transfer occurred with the same high
order of probability. For reasonably high vibrational levels of the
3_l,u state of the of these levels is tobromin% spacing only some 5O
i00 cm -I. Theoretical calculations 87 using this value of energy spacing
predict that vibrational energy transfer should occur very rapidly in
excited bromine_ with a probability per collision on the order of that
for excited iodine molecules. With these high rates of energy transferj
it is reasonable to conclude that vibrational and rotational equilibrium
within the 3H state is reached within i0 or 20 gas-kinetic collisions
l_u
foilowing excitation of the molecules to a single vibrational-rotational
sub-level by means of the laser pulse.
9.4.3 Dissociation
When an excited molecule reaches an energy level within kT of the
dissociation energy_ it is easily capable of being dissociated by the
next collision which it undergoes° The reverse reaction_ ioe._ the
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recombination of two atoms to form an excited molecule, is much less
probable, since it requires that both atoms first be brought together
in a collision. The relative dominance of the dissociation process
therefore perturbs the equilibrium populations of the upper vibrational
states so as to make them lower than those expected from a simple
Boltzmann distribution. 67 During the initial period before equilibrium
is reached, there is a net transfer of excited molecules from lower to
higher vibrational energy levels, and thence to dissociation. Non-
equilibrium rate processes under such conditions have been discussed
theoretically by a number of authors.67'88 However 3 before considering
3HI_ bromine molecules,the non-equilibrium dissociation rate for u
something should be understood about the equilibrium concentrations of
bromine molecules and atoms.
Equilibrium constants for the dissociation of diatomic molecules
can be estimated with reasonable accuracy from elementary statistical
mechanics.89 This calculation takes into consideration the changes in
both energy and entropy between the typical bound molecule and the
typical dissociated atom at a given temperature. The result is the
expression
IX] 2 1.67 e -D/RT
K - = moles per ml
eq. [X2] 2_r_
, (7°26)
for the relationship between the concentrations of atoms [X] and of
molecules [X2] in equilibrium at absolute temperature T°K . In
Eq. (7.26), D is the dissociation energy necessary to break the
molecular bond, R is the gas constant; r0 is the average inter-
nuclear radius, and _ is the average vibrational amplitude for the
molecules, both measured in _ unitso (I)
(1)It might be naively assumed that the equilibrium concentrations
of Br 2 molecules and Br atoms are determined only by the Boltzmann
energy factor e-D/RT , where D is the energy required to break the
molecular bond. This_ however_ neglects the fact that a considerable
increase in entropy occurs when a molecule dissociates into atoms. From
a statistical mechanical viewpoint, this comes about because two atoms
have access to a greater volume in phase space then does one molecule. $9
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For bromine molecules in the ground _+ electronic state at roomg
temperature_ we have r 0 m 2.284 _ _ _ = 0.12 _ , and D _ 46 Kcal/mole
(16_070 cm-l). Inserting these values in Eq. (5.26)_ we obtain
Keq" (Br2:iZg) m lO -33 mole/ml
A calculation from tabulated values of the bromine dissociation
equilibrium constant 90 resulted in a value three times this large.
However_ the latter calculation assumed that bromine obeyed the ideal
gas law_ and therefore was subject to some error. A similar calculation
for a temperature of 1400°K_ where published data was available_ 91
indicated a discrepancy by a factor of five in the same direction.
Therefore_ the result obtained from statistical mechanics is probably
very nearly correct.
This shows that a very small fraction of bromine is dissociated
under normal conditions at room temperature° For example_ in the laser
photocatalysis experiments the cell contained about 7 mm of bromine_ or
3°8 × 10 -7 mole per ml. From the equilibrium constant we calculate that
only about 2 × 10 -20 mole per ml of bromine atoms is present 3 so that
less than one molecule in i0 I_ is dissociated.
The situation is entirely different when we now calculate the
equilibrium constant for dissociation from the 3E state of bromine
13u
at room temperature. We assume that equilibrium between dissociated
atoms and 9_l_u molecules is established 3 and ignore relaxation pro-
cesses involving the ground _+ state3< or the other excited molecular
g
states. For 3_i molecules we have the values_r 0 _ 2.6 _ , _ _ 0°3
and D _ 2100 cm-iU 3 which is the depth of the W_l,u potential minimum
below the dissociation energy level. This results in t he equilibrium
constant
Keq (Br2"3E u) _ 3.6 × 10 -6 mole/ml
• ° li_
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Again taking the conditions of the laser photocata!ysis experiment
for our example_initially 5 X 10-9 mole/ml of Br2 was excited to the
3_ state by the light pulse. Weassumethat these becomedistributedl_u
at equilibrium between dissociated atoms and 3_ molecules. Thus wel_u
have
_i [Br] + [Br;] = _ x 10-9 mole/ml (5.27)2
and3 from the equilibrium condition
[Br] 2
= 3.6 x 10-6 mole/ml (5.28)
Solving these equations simultaneously_ we arrive at an equilibrium
value :for the bromine atom concentration
[Br] m 9.9 X 10 -9 mole/ml
which means that 99_ of the available excited molecules become dissociated.
Hence_ when the 3_ state alone is considered_ equilibrium is over-
1,u
whelmingly in favor of dissociation. This fact alone_ however_ is not
sufficient to explain the experimental results. It is necessary to
estimate the rate of dissociation during the non-equilibrium period_
in order to compare it with the rates of the other dynamic processes
which compete in removing molecules from the D_I_ u
state.
Rates of dissociation and recombination of molecules have been
studied recently in considerable detail using flash photolysis and
shock tube techniques.92 These experiments_ however_ have not led to
any explicit information about dissociation from excited electronic
states of the molecules. Again, though_ reasonable estimates can be
made by taking into account the difference in the activation energy
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required for dissociation from the ground state and from the excited
-D/RTstate. This activation energy leads to the samefactor e in
the dissociation rate constant, which appeared in the expression given
in Eq. (5.26) for the equilibrium constant. However, whereas the
equilibrium constant is dependent only upon the temperature, and is
essentially independent of the nature of the molecules comprising
the "heat bath," this is no longer true of the rate constant. Experi-
ments indicate wide variations in the effectiveness of various collision
partners for this process. Furthermor% since the rate constants for
dissociation kd and recombination kr are related through the equilibrium
constant by meansof
kd = Keq" kr , (5.29)
the samevariations in effectiveness are observed for the recombination
process as well.
Givens and Willard 9j_ measuredrecombination rates of Br atoms to
form ground state Br2 following the flash photolysis of Br2 3 using
both Br2 and Argon for collision partners. They found Br2 to be by
far the more effective_ with a rate constant of k _r6) = 2.6 × i0111
i _ _2_ _ -2 -i12mole-2sec-I _ as comparedwith kr(A ) = 2.0 × 0 ± mole sec for
Argon at 300°K. By meansof Eq. (5.29) these can be converted into the
respective dissociation rate constants, k.(Br2)l= 2.6 × 10 -19 1 mole -1
sec -I , and kd(A ) = 2.0 × i0 -21 1 mole -_ sec- . Attempts to relate
these rate constants to those measured by Palmer and Hornig 94 at high
temperatures in a shock tube met with a number of difficulties, which
were discussed by Nikitin and Sokolov.67
If we now allow for the difference in activation energy for dissoci-
ation from the ±Z + state and the DHI, u state, the resulting dissoci-g
ation rate constants for excited bromine molecules become
*, , ^i0 -i -i
Kdt6r 2)_ = *.7 x lu i L.oi_ sec
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and
* -ikd(A) = 3.6 × 108 1 mole-I sec
Although no explicit data were available for the fluorocarbons
used in the present experiments, their effectiveness as collision
partners should lie somewherebetween those of argon and Br2 •
This is in agreement with measurementsof recombination rates for
iodine_ 95 in which it was found that both C3H8 and C5H12 were
about ten times as efficient as argon for collision partners. We
shall assumethat the same is true of the fluorocarbons, which have
a similar size and a similar numberof vibrational modes, giving a
rate constant
* -i
kd(F!) _ 3.6 X 109 1 mole-I sec
Nowthe characteristic time for dissociation is given by
I/T[ * *= kd(Br2)[ 2]+ kd(Fl)CFl] , (5.3O)
in terms of the respective rate constants and concentrations. In the
appropriate units, the latter are [Br 2] = 3.8 X 10 -4 mole i -i and
[FI] = 1.09 x 10 -2 mole i -i Inserting these values in Eq. (5._0)_
we obtain
96 ---- -1
I/T d 5.7 × 107 sec
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This result indicates that about 17.5 gas-kinetic collisions are
required_ on the averages to dissociate a bromine molecule from the
3_ state_ using the ratio of bromine to fluorocarbon which wasl_u
present in the laser photocatalysis experiments. This is approximately
the samenumberof collisions which were estimated in the preceding
section for achieving vibrational equilibrium within the JHl_u state.
Hence_the two calculations are consistent within the framework of a
model in which dissociation occurs freely for any molecule with the
requisite energy_ as part of an overall relaxation toward thermal
equilibrium. It is concluded from the results of this section that
this equilibrium lies in the direction of almost complete dissociation_
and that it is attained in a very few gas-kinetic collisions. Other
mechanismswhich remove molecules from the 3H state must_ therefore 3l_u
also be very rapid_ if they are to compete significantly with the dissoci-
ation process.
5.4.4 Chemical Reactions Involving Excited Bromine Molecules
A number of chemical processes involving 3HI_ u bromine molecules
can be hypothesized_ whether or not they actually do occur. These pro-
cesses can be written formally as follows:
Sub st itut ion:
Radical Formation:
Molecular Addition:
Isotopic Exchange:
(ma)
(M4)
Br 2 + C4F 8 -_ C4Br2F 6 + F 2
Br 2 + C4F 8 _ C4BrF 7 + BrF
B-,'_2 + C4F 8 _ C4BrF 8 + Br
--x-
Br 2 + C4F 8 _ C4Br2F 8
--x- --x-
Br 2 + Br2-_ 2Br Br 3
in which C4F 8 is taken here to include C4CIF 7 as well. It will be
the purpose of this section to discuss these reactions.
Reactions (Mla) and (Mlb) may be eliminated as being energetically
unfavorable. According to the bond energies listed in Table 4.1, each
C-Br bond substituted for a C-F bond requires the addition of 53 Kcal/mole.
Q7
F_rthermore_ such substitution reactions have not been observed experimentally. _
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Reaction (M2) is exothermic_ so is not excluded by energetic
considerations. On the other hand_by producing a pair of radicals_
it would lead to the identical chain-reaction mechanismthat would
follow from the collisional dissociation process in Section 5.4.3.
Complexformation of this sort is already thought to occur in many
dissociation and recombination processes_ but the matter is open to
somecontroversy. 91-95 The detailed study of this mechanismwas_
however_not undertaken in the present investigation_ although it
could be studied by extension of the techniques developed here.
Reaction (MS) _ although energetically allowed_ has never been
76
observed in either photochemical or thermal reactions of Br2
Previous kinetic studies indicated that the mechanismwas a free radical
chain and not bimolecular addition. The reaction rates in the present
study were also inconsistent with the kinetics of bimolecular addition
reactions. The strong inhibition by nitric oxide was additional evidence
against bimolecular addition. The most significant evidence_ however_
was the absenceof isotopic enrichment in the reaction product when
individual bromine isotopes were excited by the laser light. This is
readily explained in a free radical reaction by the very rapid isotopic
exchange 72
(7) Br + Br 2 -_ Br + Br Br ,
as discussed in Section 4.4.5. If, however_ a significant amount of
the product resulted from reaction (M3) above_ then the lack o£
isotope enrichment must be attributed to competition from reaction
(M4) The corresponding reaction between ground-state bromine
molecules was discussed by Noyes.96 The rate constant for it is
calculated to be
- M4/RT
kM4 = AM4 e
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= = -i
where EM4 10.4 Kcal/mole , and AM4 3.3 × 107 1 mole -I sec .
In the reaction between an excited Br 2 molecule and a ground-state
molecule_ enough activation energy is already available_ so that the
exponential factor may be taken to be nearly unity. Hence we make
the approximation
* -I
k_ _ 5.3 X I0 7 1 mole -1 sec
denoting by the asterisk the fact that one of the molecules is now in
an excited state. With the Br 2 concentration of 3.8 × 10 -4 mole/l
this leads to an exchange rate of
* lO4 -I
I/TM4 _ 1.29 × sec
This indicates that the exchange reaction is about three order of
magnitude slower than dissociation rate for excited bromine_ given
previously as
_- 5.7 x 107 sec
Since the absence of isotopic enrichment implies that the rate of the
10 4 -i
molecular addition reaction (3) is slower than 1.25 x see j we
of JHl_u bromine to the fluoro-olefinsconclude that molecular addition
is unable to compete with the rapid dissociation process_ which leads in
turn to the chain reaction.
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5.4.5 Relaxation to the Electronic Ground State
The only remaining distinct process which can compete with dis-
sociation in removing bromine molecules from the _Zl;u state is col-
lisional relaxation to the iZ+ state. No data were available on this
g
energy transfer process in Br 2 prior to the present investigation.
In a number of other molecules_ however; the corresponding processes
were known to occur quite rapidly_ despite substantial energy discrepancies;
86
which had to be taken up by translation. Deactivation of electronically
excited NO by CO 2 was found to occur with even a greater probability
than the gas-kinetic collision frequency. 68;97 Otherwise; the knowledge
86
of this type of energy transfer is in general fragmentary.
Certain conclusions about this deactivation process can be reached
on the basis of the laser photocatalysis results. To understand how this
comes about; it is first necessary to consider the processes involving
dissociated Br atoms. This will be done in the next section; where
the consequences w_th regard to molecular deactivation will also be
discussed.
To summarize the information presented in this section, the following
estimated rates have been obtained for processes involving Br 2 molecules
in the _ excited state:
1;u
l04 -1sec(a) Spontaneous Emission
(b) Vibrational Energy Transfer
(c) Collisional Dissociation
(d) Molecular Isotopic Exchange
(e) Molecular Addition to Double Bond
~ 109 sec -I
~ 5 × 107 sec -I
~ 104 sec -I
< 104 sec -I
5.5 PROCESSES INVOLVING BROMINE ATOMS
There are three different types of processes which involve bromine
atoms. The first is the exchange reaction
(7) Br + Br 2 _ Br + Br Br
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which has already been discussed. The second is the chain addition
reaction, consisting of the repeated consecutive elementary steps
(2) Br + X _XBr
and
(3) XBr + Br 2 _XBr 2 + Br
Neither of these processes results in a net disappearance of Br atoms_
which is governed by the two competing recombination reactions,
wall i
(4) Br gBr 2 ,
and
(5) Br + Br + M _Br 2 + M
as discussed at the beginning of Chapter IV.
The first of these recombination processes is first-order in the
bromine atom concentration, whereas the second is second-order. The
theory of the behavior of a system under the influence of two such
competing processes was developed in Section 5.2. The resulting pro-
duct yield per laser pulse for the chain reaction_ as governed by the
respective recombination processes was found to be expressed by
k
= --9-c_n (i + c O ktmax) (5.19")
Cp k
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for dominant second-order recombination_ and
C
P
k
c Co
(5.21 ")
for a dominant first-order reoombination.
The expression in Eq. (5.19) must first be modified to account for
the fact that on the average only a fraction f of the atoms is available
for recombination in process (5). This comes about because each atom
spends a part of its time bound to the olefin X , in the form of the
radical XBr , following step (2) and before the occurence of step (-2)
or step (3), which places it back in circulation. Thus 3 the fraction f
can be expressed as
f = TBr (5 31)
j
TBr + TXB r
where the T'S are the lifetimes of free bromine and of the radical
during the cycle (2)_ (-2), (3). These can be related in turn to the
individual rate constants and reactant concentrations to obtain
i
TXBr
= k3[Br 2] + k_2 (5.32)
and
i
= k2[X]
"rBr
(5.33)
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Whenexpressions(9.32) and (5°33) are substituted into Eq. (5.31), the
result is
k3[Br2] + k2
f = (9.34)
k2[X] + k3[Br2] + k2
As a consequence of this reduction in the available atoms, Eq. (5.14)
is modified to the form
c o
c = , (9.39)
i + Cof2 kgt
and Eq. (9.17) to the form
dCp k cO
_ C
dt i + Co f2 k5t
(9.36)
which contains the explicit dependence upon f and upon
Integrating from time t = 0 to t yields the result
max
k5
k
c
C
P5 kgf2
_n (i + Cof2kgtmax) (9.37)
Equation (5.37) is approximately valid so long as recombination
process (5) predominates over process (4), which will be _rue for
concentrations of bromine atoms such that
k4
c _ (9.38)
ksf2
For lower initial concentrations, the entire product yield is given by
_ r_ o7 _ For _ _+_l _nnr_n_t, inn_; there will be a term
added to the yield given by Eq. (5.37) to take into account the reaction
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which occurs after t = t max
(5.38) for t = t we find
max
Combining the expressions (5.35) and
t
msD(
i i
k 4 c0f2k 5
(_.39)
Inserting this value in Eq. (5.37) yields the result
_ kc _n I c0f2__k5_"c
P5 ksf2 \ k4 J
(5.4o)
Combining Eq. (5.38) and Eq. (5.21) we find
k
c
Cp4 - k5f2
(5.41)
for the contribution to the total yield occurring after t = t
max
Hence; the complete expression for the product yield, according to the
theory developed here, is
c cOf 2k 5
c = c + c - -- + 1 , (5.42)
P P5 P4 ksf2 \ k4 /
for initial concentrations such that second-order recombination is
predominant in the beginning.
In the foregoing treatment we have ignored a number of additional
reactions, which could conceivably occur. These include the recombination
reactions
(RI) XBr + Br _X + Br 2
(R2) XBr + XBr _2X + Br 2
and
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These reactions competerespectively with the product-forming steps
(PI) XBr + Br _XBr 2 , and
(P2) XBr + XBr _XBr 2 + X
In addition, reactions (R2) and (F2) compete with the polymerization
reaction
(PS) XBr + XBr _ X2Br2
All the above reactions are very rare in that they involve collisions
between two species which are both present only in dilute concentrations.
This, however, is also true of the second-order recombination process
(5) Br + Br + M _Br 2 + M
On the other hand, for a large molecule such as C4Br2F8 , the more
highly exothermic reaction (PI) would be expected to dominate over (RI).
Then, since events of type (PI) are muchrarer than the normal product-
forming step,
(3) XBr + Br2 -_XBr2 + Br
we can safely ignore reactions (RI) and (PI).
A similar line of reasoning allows us to ignore the reactions (R2)
and (P2). The polymerization reaction results in a different product.
This did not appear to any appreciable extent following any of the
reactions, as evidenced by the absenceof extra componentson the gas
chromatograms. Furthermore, reaction (PS) would be expected to be sterically
hindered to a muchgreater extent than, for example, reaction (3) or (5).
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The rate constants k4 , k5 and kc are now evaluated for the
conditions of the experiment. The rate constant for wall recombination
is determined by the diffusion rate of the atoms to the wall. This in
turn can be estimated from the expression
D
k 4 _ -- (5.43)
2 -i
where D is the diffusion coefficient in cm -sec , and _ is the
effective average distance to the cell wall. In the reaction cell used
in the experiments 3 this distance was estimated to be 0.5 cm. Other
igators3 7 2 -1invest obtained a diffusion constant of ~ 0.12 cm -see for
Br atoms in similar gas mixtures_ at a total pressure of an atmosphere.
Since the diffusion constant is inversely proportional to pressure_ it
2 -i
was estimated to be ~ 0.46 cm -sec in the present case. This results
in a recombination rate of
-i
k 4 _- 1.83 sec
The recombination rate constant k 5 is obtained from the experi-
mental flash photolysis data of Givens and Willard_ 93 following a pro-
cedure similar to that used in Section 5.4.3 for dissociation rates.
This yields the value
k5 m 3.17 X 108 1 mole -I sec-i
for the second-order recombination rate constant.
The effective rate constant for the chain reaction can be obtained
from the following considerations. Under steady-state conditions in
the low pressure limit_ the quantum yield Q was expressed according
- i14 -
to _q. (4.5a)as
2k2 k3[Xl [Br21
Q = __ . . (4.5a_)
k4 k3[Br2] + k2
The effective rate constant k was defined in Eqo (9.16) as
c
k2k3[X_ [Br21
k -- (5.16_)
c k3[Br2 ] + k_ 2
Combining thesej we now obtain the expression
k4 Q
k = , (9.44)
c 2
in terms of the steady-state quantum yield and the wall recombination
rate constant. Extrapolating from the steady-state experimental results
of Table 4.3 gives a value for Q of about one molecule per photon 3 as
indicated in Section 4.4.2. Then, from Eq. (9.44) we calculate
-i
k _ 0.91 see
c
Figure 5.1 illustrates graphically the product yield per laser
pulse calculated by Eq. (9.42) and Eq. (5.21)_ using the values obtained
for the rate constants under conditions where the experimental yield per
pulse was 3.8 × 10 -8 mole per liter. The solid curves show the theoretical
yield as a function of the initial concentration of Br atoms per pulse_
for various assumed values of the parameter f2 The dashed line
represents the experimental yield. On the basis of this diagram and the
experimental evidence_ it is possible to reach some conclusions regarding
the magnitudes of c^ and of f .
u
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It has been shownin the previous discussion that the processes
leading to the dissociation of the bromine molecules into atoms are
first-order in the concentration of these molecules. These processes
include (a) the absorption of light quanta leading to the formation of
excited 3_! molecules and, (b) the collisional relaxation of these
molecules toward equilibrium in which they can readily becomedissociated.
The important competing processes involving the excited molecules are
also first-order. Hence, the initial concentration of atoms, cO _ is
directly proportional to the laser energy per pulse. The photochemical
yield per pulse was also found to dependalmost linearly on the laser
pulse energy_ as discussed in Section 4.4.1. It therefore follows that
the product yield must depend nearly linearly on the initial concentration
of atoms per pulse. From Fig. _.i it is apparent that this cannot occur
unless f2 ~< 0.i This, in turn_ restricts cO to a range between
about 7.5 x 1048 and 8.5 X 10-8 mole per liter. However, in Section
5.4.3 it was shown that nearly 10-5 mole per liter of bromine atoms would
be supplied at each pulse if all the excited J_l,u molecules were to
dissociate. The fact that the actual number is less than one percent of
this is attributed to very rapid collisional deactivation of the bromine
electronic state to the _+ electronic state.
molecules from the _l_u g
As pointed out in Section 5.4.5_ this is the only reasonable process which
can be expected to competewith the rapid dissociation process. Since the
latter is calculated to occur at a rate of approximately 5 x 107 sec-1
under the present experimental conditions, the deactivation process would
take place at an average rate of abouA5 X 109 sec-I, which is a factor
of _ greater than the gas-kinetic collision frequency. This is not un-
reasonable_ however_ because an increase in the effective collision
diameter is known to occur in excited molecules.67'69 Furthermore, the
experimental observations of collision broadening in the present investi-
gation (Section 3.4.3)_ indicated a collision rate greater than that
predicted by simple kinetic theory. Finally_ similarly large electronic
relaxation rates have been found for other molecules.68_86_97
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The restriction placed upon the value of f by the comparison of
theory and experiment implies_ according to Eq. (5.34)_ that the reaction
(2) Br + X _XBr
is appreciably faster than either its inverse or
(3) XBr + Br 2 _XBr 2 + Br
This is consistent with observations 37_76 that step (2) requires very
little if any activation energy for most bromine-olefin reactions. It
also implies that process (3) is the rate-determining step in the chain
reaction.
5°6 DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE MECHANISMS
In the previous section it was shown that the results of the laser
photocatalysisexperiments were consistent with the free radical chain
reaction mechanism initiated by bromine atoms provided by collisional
dissociation of 3H excited bromine molecules. It remained to be
13u
established whether or not an alternative mechanism might also be con-
sistent with the experimental results.
A number of the alternatives enumerated in Section 4ol can clearly
be ruled out° It was shown in Section 5.4.4 that if direct molecular
addition of excited Br 2 to the fluorocarbon were to compete significantly
w_th collisional dissociation_ an isotopic enrichment in the product would
be expected. The absence of isotopic enrichment adds to the other evidence
already against the molecular addition reaction_ making it extremely un-
likely° Likewise_ ordinary photodissociation of the bromine by absorption
of light in an underlying continuum can be rejected as a significant
mechanism_ because of the sensitive dependence of the reactivity on the
individual line absorption spectrum° In particular_ the experimental
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dependenceof the reaction irate on wavelength and on light intensity;
illustrated in Fig° 4°4; places an upper limit on the continuous
-I
absorption which could occur at [i4;k00 cm The residual reactivity
between absorption lines was no greater than lO_ of the reactivity when
the laser was tuned to the most prominent lineo Even in the former
case; the reactivity could easily be attributable to the overlapping
wings of adjacent lines° If it _ere due to a true underlying continuum;
however_ it would meanthat every photon absorbed would produce a pair
of dissociated bromine atoms° In contrast to this_ we showedin the
previous section that; when the excitation occurred in the individual
.lines; only one molecule on the average was dissociated for every I00
photons absorbed° Thus_ continuous absorption is i00 times more efficient
for initiating the reactior,; but experimentally accounts for no more than
i0_ as muchreactivity as the prominent lineo Therefor% continuous
absorption_ if it occurs at all_ is at ].east I000 times weaker than the
prominent line absorpt±ono
SomesimFle calculations rare sufficient to eliminate as significant
reaction mechanismsany heating effects due to conversion of the light
energy absorbed in the strong lines° As indicated in Section 4o4o2_ this
energy was about 0o29 X lO-2 JOule per pulse° Whenthis energy is
thermalized amongthe moiec_fLesof the heat bath_ it causes a temperature
increase given by
AT
c M
v
where _E is the energy absorbed per pulse; c is the heat capacity
V
per mole; and M is the number of moles of gas in the heat bath° For
poiyatomic gases 3 cv ...._R ; where R is the gas constant° The 2.5 ml
cell at 200 mm pressure contained 2.72 × LO_5 moleo Hence_ the temperature
increase was about ]o7°Ko Convection both inside and outside the cell
prevented subsequent pulses from increasing the temperature further°
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Calculations using this temperature increase in Eq. (5.26) show
that the population of thermally dissociated bromine atoms would nearly
double. Even so_ this would be only 4 × 10 -20 mole/ml _ far too small
to account for the observed reactivity.
An indirect type of heating mechanism can also be envisioned. With
the help of Fig. 3.1 and the Franck-Condon principle_ we can see that_ if
continuous absorption were present at 14_400 cm -1 and at a reasonable
temperature_ it would have to be due to molecules initially in the vibra-
tional states v ....= 5 and v _= 6 . A temperature increase could then
conceivably populate these states sufficiently to enhance the continuous
absorption probability. This is actually an indirect example of two-
photon absorption_ which will be discussed more generally later. The
f_actional thermal populations of the ground-state vibrational levels
can be calculated by means of Eq. (5.22). When thls is done_ it indicates
that a temperature increase of approximately 125°C would be needed to
enhance the popuiation_ and therefore the continuous absorption_ by the
observed factor of lOg when the laser is tuned to a strong line. The
temperature rise of less than 4°C is_ then_ cileariy not sufficient to
produce this effect.
The remaining two-photon absorption processes can be of two types.
The first is a single event _n which two quanta excite a molecule directly
from the ground state. The second type involves absorption of an initiall
which excites the molecule to the _Hl_u state_ after which itphoton
relaxes to an excited vibrational level of the IZ+ state_ where it
g
absorbs a second photon and dissociates° All two photon absorptions
produce a yield which is quadratic in the incident light intensity_ as
opposed to single photon absorption_ which results in a linear yield.
This behavior alone does not allow us to rule out two photon processes
in the present experiments. It is conceivable that the quadratic
dependence of the initial Br atom population on Light intensity could
be offset by logarithmic or square-root dependence of the photochemical
yield on the atomic populat_on_ so that the overall rate would appear to
be l_near in the light intensity.
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The following considerations_ however_make it appear that two-
photon processes are not important in the laser photocatalysis of
bromine. First_ the direct two-photon dissociation must be a resonant
process having a real intermediate state_ which must be the same
individual level of the 3_ state which is produced by ordinaryl_u
one-photon absorption° Otherwise_ the photochemical yield would not
have its observed dependenceon the individual ]LI_u absorptiong
lines. In such a case_ the two-photon absorption probability would be
. 12proportional to [RI3 _ where
RI3 =
2
(3 I_. 12) <2 Ikz ll) _'0
°°0 - _21 + i/T2
is the effective two-photon matrix element o98 For convenience we have
labeled the lower; inte:rmediate; and upper states respectively II)
i2) ; and 13) ; E 0 and _0 are the strength and the frequency of
iz+ transition;
the optical field; _21 is the frequency of the _7,u_ g
and T 2 is an effective coherence time] (31_zI2) and (21_zll) are
just the ordinary dipole matrix elements between states 13) and 12) ,
and between states 12) and If) ; respectively° The values of these
dipole matrix elements are determined by the ordinary selection rules
for single photon absorption_ as outlined in Section 3°2. According to
these rul.es_ (31_z12) vanishes unless !3) and 12) have opposite
symmetry ("g" or "u")o Since 12) has un_erade symmetry_ then
13) would be required to have [erade symmetry° The lowest lying states
of Br 2 above the 3Z state which have the required symmetry are
12u
locate& some 55;000 cm -.L above the ground state. 99 This is obviously
-1
too high to be reached by the absorption of two photons at !4_400 cm
Therefore the direct two-photon process can be rejected.
Absorption of a second photon following relaxation to an upper
vibrational level of the _+ electronic state is allowed by the
g
electronEc selection rules. However_ it would have to obey the Franck-
uonaon pz'imciple as wel!.o This restricts the number of vibrational.
levels in which a molecule could absorb light at 14;400 cm -I and become
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dissociated. Again referring to the energy diagram in Fig. 3oi_ we
find that there are only two groups of these vibrational levels which
satisfy the Franck-Condon principle. The first of these_ which has
been mentioned before_ consists of v"= 9 and v"= 6 _ where there
3_i_ potential aboveis a marginal possibility for excitation to the u
the dissociation energy. The second consists of levels v_'= 8 to
v"= ii _ where absorption of light at 14_400 em-I would lead to dis-
sociation from the repulsive _ state. In either case_ however_u
molecules reaching these vibrational levels remain there only a micro-
second or so in the course of the rapid vibrational relaxation toward
thermal equilibrium within the ground electronic state. Hence_they are
exposed to no more than one percent of the incident laser energy. Under
these conditions it is doubtful that any significant numberof them be-
comeexcited to the continuum.
5°7 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter a detailed comparison of theory and experiment
resulted in the elucidation of the mechanismof the photochemical re-
action of bromine with selected unsaturated fluorocarbons_ and in the
determination of the rates of a numberof associated dynamic molecular
processes° To do this; it was first necessary to express the theory in
such a way that it could be conveniently related to the experimental
results. Consideration of the possible dynamic processes involving both
bromine molecules and bromine atoms then showedthat the experimental
results were consistent with a chain reaction mechanism° This reaction
was initiated by bromine atoms; which were in turn furnished by the
collisional dissociation of JZl;u molecules produced by laserrapid
excitation. This occurred even though the laser light was in the
absorption region which produced molecules whose energy was some900
to 800 cm-I bellow the dissociation energy° Alternative mechanismswere
shownto be inconsistent with the observed results°
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This was the first study of a photochemical reaction of bromine in
which it was demonstrated that excited molecules were formed in the
primary process. As such_ it provided _ccess to information about
dynamic processes which was not formerly available. First_ it established
that_ even under these conditions_ molecular addition of bromine to a
double bond does not occur to any detectable extent. Second_it provided
the first experimental data on collisional electronic energy transfer
state to the state of bromine. This was particularlyfrom the _7 u g
significant_ since the absence of detectable fluorescence from the 3_i_u
state would make it extremely difficult to obtain this information in the
usual way.68_86 Also_ previous efforts to study this process in bromine
i00
using other photochemical techniques were apparently unsuccessful.
Third_ by meansof selective photocatalysis_ the present investigation
established a new upper limit for the continuous absorption coefficient
of bromine at 14_400 cm
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VI. EXTENSIONS
The success of the present investigation in demonstrating the use
of the monochromatic property of laser light for highly selective ex-
citation of molecules opens the way to numerous similar applications.
The purpose of this chapter is to indicate briefly what some of these
might be. The principal categories of such future investigations are
inorganic and organic photochemistry_ molecular energy transfer_ and
visible and infrared spectroscopy. Attention will. be directed only to
those applications which involve interactffon of laser radiation with
individual resonant transitions in materials_ and thus demand tunable
monochromatic sources_ as in the present work. Such sources are not
presently available throughout most of the spectrum_ but their develop-
ment is being actively pursued° Reference wffll be made to some of the
more promising advances in this direction in laser technology.
6.1 DIRECT EXTENSIONS (IF THE PRESENT WORK
The present work provides a well-established foundation far addi-,
tional investigations of photochemical reactions and energy transfer in
bromine using a tunable ruby laser. Now that the technique has been
developed and shown to lead to significant results; it might be worth-
while to repeat the experiments with some modifications designed to in-
crease the accuracy of the numerical results. These modifffcations would
include direct measurement of the absorbed light energy both in laser
and conventional photocatalysis in order to obtain a more accurate
measurement of the quantum yield. This measurement in the present work
was prevented, by the geometry of the reaction cell. The resulting un-
certainties could affect the numerical results as much as a factor of
two or so; which would not; however; alter the general conclusions of
the study.
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The samebasic photocher_cal reaction could be studied with the
substitution of other olefins for the two fluorocarbons used in the
present study. In particular_ it would nowbe interesting to observe
the laser catalyzed reaction of bromine with an olefJn such as ethylene_
which produces a very high quantumyield° Also_ additional experiments
could be performed in which the concentration of the olefin_ and perhaps
that of a third inert gas_ _ould be varied systematically° This would
provide additional details regarding bromine dissociation_ recombination_
and moleculam energy transfer.
The third modification would be the use of a ruby laser which operates
continuously_ or can be pulsed repetitively with variable intensity and
duty factor. Lasers incorporating someof these features have recently
i01becomeavailabie. Experiments with a laser of this type would allow
a comp_irisonbetween steady-state and pulsed conditions_ using mono-
chromatic light in both cases. Differences in the product yield would
then be expected under suitable conditions of pressure and geometry9 as
shown in Section %o5°
I_ has been noted that a complete rotational analysis of the
3K iz+
_- band system of bromine ihas not yet been performed. If
l_u g
this were done_ it would be possible to identify the upper and lower
vibrational and rotational energy levels involved in each of the in_
dividual line transitions occurling near 14_400 cm -1 This in turn
would permit two types of experiments to be done. First_ differences
in the photochemical quantum y_eld might be found for excitation to
K st_ue which lie at different energies
vibrational levels of the l_u
below the dissociation ievelo This would provide quantitative data
vibrational relaxa<ion within the _KI; u state. Anotherconcerning
type of e×periment would consist of monitoring the population of the
Lower slate of the rransi.tion during and after the laser p_Lse by means
of a separate l_ght source and a high_<resolu.tion monochromater for
observing absorption in another transition from the same lower state.
This would determine rotational relaxation rates for bromine in the
iX+ st at e °
g
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With sufficiently sophisticated, chemical, techniques it might be
possible to obtain phoZochemical isotope separation in bromine by means
of selective excitation of an individual isotopic speeies_ as discussed
in Section 4.4° 9 . In view of the very rapld isotopic exchange reaction_
it would be necessary to find. a suitably fast product-.forming reaction
to compete with zt_ not a slow .free--radicaL chain as in the case of
fluorocarbons. Such a reaction may be the rapid chain reaction of
bromine with ezhylene or other unsubstituted cLef ins; with :rapid chain
termination by means of wall effects or an inhibitor_ which is presently
under consideration in this laboratory. Other reactions_ such as the
exchar4/e B:r2 + HI -_ HBr + IBr have been considered; but calculations
sho_ed them to be significantly slower than the isotopic exchange :reaction.
It is el.ear that the foregoing types of experiments._ could_ in
principie_ be performed, with gases other than bromine_ particularly
chlorine and iodine_ if sui_abi.e laser sources were available in their
corresponding spectral regions° In these cases; ho_^rever; care must be
taK.en to al.low for known differences in spectral structmres and. chemical
behavior° Other types of photochemical reactions could also be investi,-,
gated, using selective excitation°
$oP- LASER ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Some of the most _nteresting potential laser app]i.cations belong
to the field of o_:ganic photochemistry° While laser light has alr'eady
been used to produce chemical effe<ts in organic rnaterials; in most
cases the absorption was nonresonant; and the monochromatic properby
was not therefore a prime consideration. However., complex organic
molecules have many resonant el.eotronic absorptions in the ultraviolet;
and v-]b_ational absovp[Jor, s ].n the inf'rar'ed. Iv_any of these resonances
are primarily associated with specific bonds within the mo_lecules.
Therefore_ monochromatic radiatiori of the proper wavelength should, be
capable of se].ectively activating these specific sites in the molecules;
42
poter_uially influencing the molecules to react at these sites° The
recent, identification of photochemical, activity associated with infrared
transitions 27 makes this type of' investigation with infrared Lasers very
- z26 ®
attractive° A theoretical basis for this type of photochemical activation
was developed earlier by Duchesne ol02 Examples of specific types of
organic photochemical reactions are cis-trans-isomerization_ ring closure
or ring opening_ skeleta!rearrangements_ and various addition and dis-
2
sociation processes° Laser organic photochemistry can potentially lead
to the efficient synthesis of new materials_ as well as to an increased
understanding of organic reaction mechanisms. An especially intriguing
possibility is the use of monochromatic laser light to effect selective
types of changes in the organic molecules found in biological systems_
such as genetic cells°
6.3 MOLECULAR ENERGY TRANSFER
In addition to the photochemical observation of molecular energy
transfer_ as performed in the present investigation and discussed in
Section 6oi_ other types of molecular energy transfer studies can be
facilitated through the use of monochromatic light for selective ex-
citation° One example is the study of cross-relaxation_ ar the migration
of energy among the various normal vibrational modes of polyatomic
molecules° This process plays an important role in the activation of
103
specific molecular bonds; which was mentioned in the previous section°
Cross-relaxation 9 as well as other forms of energy transfer; can
be observed through the fluorescence from the energy levels involved in
the transfer process° In such studies selective excitation is particularly
useful° 104 Heretofore this techn_que has depended upon the availability
of sources whose wavelengths coincide fortuitously with an absorption
line of the molecule under observation° This has been true of experiments
68_ 69
which utilized strong atomic emission l_nes for sources_ as well as
a recent study of energy transfer in methane in which the 3.39 Z oscil-
lation of a He-,Ne laser was usedo I0_ This constraint will no longer be
imposed; with the development of tunable laser sources.
6°4 lASER ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
TLe _v_o............._ _ lasers _r_.... onnventional l_ht_ sources for
spectroscopy are the same as those for photochemistry° First; the high
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monochromatic_ty can lead to improved,resolving power. Second_high
peak powers of somepulsed lasers can be used alone with certain
detection techniques to study very weak absorptions in laboratory gas
samples or in the atmosphere. Here als% existing lasers suffer from
tuning bandwidth limitations. Previous studies have dependedupon near
coincidence of a laser frequency with an absorption line of interest.
An example is the use of the CO2 laser to study the spectrum of C02
itselfo106 Als% the 3.39 _ line of the He-Ne laser was tuned over a
-l
range of ±0oil cm by meansof the Zeemaneffect in an axial magnetic
field_ and was used for high resolution absorption measurements_n
methaneand ethane over this limlted bandwidth0I07 Also; various xenon
_nd neon laser lines between 3 and 9 _ were Zeeman-tunedover ranges of
±0°i cm ; and used to study the fine structure of absorption bands of
I08
methanes ethane_ propane_ carbon tetrachlor_de; and s_Ifer hexafluoride.
In none of these examples was the tuning bandwidth nearly so great as
that achieved with the ruby laser in the present investigation to obtain
the absorption spectrum shownin Fig° 3.5° The present techniques there-
fore permit laser spectroscopic studies over wider frequency bands than
in the pasg. Furthermore_ _echn_quesalso exist for sh_fting this fre-
quency band to othe_ spectral reg_ons_ as will be discussed in the next
section° Th_s_ combinedwith other technological advances_ makesfuture
growth of the field of laser spectroscopy very promising°
6°5 TUNABLELASERSOURCES
The purpose of this section is to enumerate someof the existing
techniques for shifting the output frequencies of lasers; and ¢o note
a numberof recent advances toward the development of broadband tunable
laser sources°
Zeeman tuning of gas lasers by the application of magnetic field
was mentioned in tile previous section° It has been limited to bandwidths
'-I
of the order of ±0.1 cm _ fundamen_ally because hlgher magnetic fields
cause the gain coefficient off the active gas to deteriorate_ so that
os<iiiation is eventually quenched. Another technique for frequency
shifting does not suffer from this effect_ because the active medium
- is8 -
is not affected by the tuning process° This is so-called single-sideband-
suppressedo_carrier moduiation_ I09 in which an electro-optic or acousto-
optic modulator inside the laser resonator couples light out of the laser
which is shifted in frequency from light wave oscillating inside the
resonator. This scheme has been used extensively to achieve ±0oi cm
shifts_ and can be extended to higher frequencies.
Techniques wlhich can be used to obtain greater shifts in the fre-
quencies of pulsed ruby or neodymium lasers are stimulated. Raman scat-
tering_ ll0 and second and higher order harmonic generation. Ill In the
-1
former_ frequency shifts of the order of 103 cm of relatively large
amounts of energy have been obtained. In the latter_ the frequency of
a substantial part of the energy is shifted to a value twice_ three
times_ etc°0 the original frequency° If the original laser in such an
arrangement is thermally tuned_ as in %he present work_ fine tuning also
results at the shifted frequency°
Some of the most promising techniques for frequency shifting involve
]12
tunable parametric oscillators° These devices produce oscillations at
two frequencies whose sum is the incident laser frequency. Phase-matching
conditions can be altered by changing the temperature or the orientation
of the active material of the device. Such techniques have been used in
conjunction with harmonic generation to achieve tuning over bandwidths of
20_ in the visible region. I13 Frequency stability and linewidth in these
devices :remains somewhat of a problem. Recent experiments resulted in the
discovery of methods for conveniently testing materials for their use-
i.i_
fulness in parametric oscillators. A somewhat related type of tunable
oscillator for use with lasers to generate infrared frequencies has been
i19
proposed° ]it is expected that these advances will lead to the increased
importance of parametric oscillators as tunable monochromatic sources°
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMY_RY
This report has described, experiments in which a ruby laser was
used as a monochromatic ]ight source for the selective excitation of
bromine molecules in the gas phase. The resulting dynamic behavior
of the system included relaxation and dissociation of the excited
molecules_ and, the photochemical addition reaction of bromine with
selected unsaturated fluorocarbons. The observed dependence of the
;rate of this reactffon on the wavelength and intensity of the lights
a_<_don the reactant concentrations; was used to determine the relative
rates of the other dynamic processes. To accomplish this; it was first
necessary to reformulate the theory of these processes in such a way
that it could be related meaningfully to the experimental results°
This was the first photochemical investigation in which the mono-,
chromaticity of the i[aser was specifically exploited. To achieve this
it was necessary to apply techniques for frequency tuning and stabilization_
as wezl as mode selection° Preliminary spectroscopic studies of bromine
were made to determine the details of its 3[ i_+ absorption band
-l i;u _ g
system in the 14_400 cm _ region of tlhe ruby laser. No previous photo-
chemicall investigation of bromine had been made in this spectral region.
__'_hermore_ the present investigation was the f_rst to demonstrate a
photoshemfcal, reaction of bromine in which stable excited molecules were
formed in the primary process°
The principal objective of this work was to demonstrate the use-
fulness of the laser as a monocl_omatic light source for selective
paotocatalysiso The s'_ccessful accomplishment of that goal has opened
to way to future uses of tunable lasers for selective excitation. At
the same time_ advar_ces in laser technology make the availability of
such souroes throughout a considerable part of the spectr'_n a very
promisinc possibility° Extensions of the present work were suggested
in whiIch these souzces could be used. :for photochemical_ energy transfer_
and spectroscopic studies.
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